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PREFACE

This manual has been prepared for the American Gas Association and its
member companies by the acoustical consulting firm of Bolt Bcranek and
Newman Inc. This semi-technical manual is directed toward architects,
mechanical engineers, structural engineers, building owners, potential natural
gas customers and gas company personnel.

Noise of reciprocating and turbine engines, fueled by natural gas and liquid
• fual, can be controlled, and many successful installations throughout the

r: country attest to this. This manual provides data, guidelines and procedures
for the design of quiet installations.

Although the engine noise data summarized in this manual represent a rather
thorough study of over 120 turbine and reciprocating engines, there is no
intention to suggest that these data are so complete that they could form the
basis for setting up a "standard" on engine noise. This is not the objective of
this manual.. In fact engine noise data are offered only to permit a quantita-

• tire approach to noise control. Please do not consider this manual as any
type of industrial "standard" on engine noise!

In providing this manual to the engineering public, neither the American Gas
Association nor its member companies nor Bolt Beranek and Newman Inc,
assumes any legal or technical responsibility tbr any designs based on the use

: of the manual. .,[:_

L;The author wishes to thank A.G.A, and members of its Prime Mover and

Large Tonnage Air Conditioning Sales Promotion Committee and James J, 91'
Kennedy, A.G.A. Manager of Prime Mover and Large Tonnage Promotion,
for their interest and assistance in the preparation of this manual.

LAYMEN N. MILLER "_":

BOLT aERANEK AND NEWMAN INC, ['_

1 b,a_:h 1969 I.
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OUTLINE OF MANUAL

The introduction of the on-site total energy may be either.a reciprocatingor turbinean-
plant represents an important step forwardin gine, and it may be fueled by either natural
the continuing program to develop, improve gasor liquid fuel. The driven nlechanisms for
and simplify the uses of natural gas energyin these installations may be electric generators,
buildings. Other literature on the subject refrigeration compressors(either reciprocating

' treats the development and uses, economics or centrifugal), liquid- or gas-transmitting
and growth, and engineeringand operation of pumps or compressors, or gears that in tunt
total energy systems. This manual is devoted drive some of these devices. In most oases,

_= to tile acoustics-the noise and vibration-of noise control recommendations givenhere for
these installations, the engine will take careof the noise and vi-

'. bration of the driven mechanism as well.
_: In a few of the first installations, enough con-

" ' " cam was not given to their noise character- Because of tile fairly general, semi-technical
istics, and those installations have been refer- coverage of this manual, many details and
red to often since then by opponents of total qualifications are omitted, and the resulting
energy. In this manual, recommendations are procedures may not completely solvesome of

; [_ given for the control of the noise and vibra- the more complex noise problems associatedtlon of these plants by proper architectural, with these power plants, However, the guide-
engineering and acoustical design, lines offered by the manualwill aidin solving

most of the typical noiseproblems that may
The designs cover three typical equipment 1o- arise in an ordinary installation.
cations: (1) on a basement or on-grade slab
within a building, where there are no acoustic- There are no simple standard solutions to all
ally critical occupied areas beneath tile an- engine noise problems; that is the reason for
gine; (2) at an upper floor location in a build- this manual, Although at first reading this
ing, where there may he acoustically critical manual may seem unduly complicated, actual
occupied areas above, below or beside the an- use of the manual is abstracted into the fil-
gine installation; and (3) in any location ling-inof severalblanks on several specialdata
where concern may have to be given to the sheets that lead step-by-step to very specific
presence of neighbors near the building that design decisions. In this way, small engines
houses the equipment, and large engines, one engine or many en-

gines, a small engine room or a large engine
The driving mechanism for these installations room, a relatively quiet or a relatively noisy

l
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adjoining ares, a nearby or a far.off neighbor, tratcd. Section 4 provides data and examples
a conservative or a compromise design, a big of the three principal noise sources of turbine
problem or a little problem, can be solved engines. Also, tile easing, the exhaust and the

:'! with almost equal simplicity and versatility, air intake.
Simple examples along the way help illustrate

the step-by-step procedures. Section 5 provides a brief introduction into
some basic acoustics for indoor situations, in-

Because the manual is intended to solve prob- eluding how to estimate sound pressure levels
lems rather than generate problems, the basic in the engine room, then how to determine
design procedure is aimed at providing a "'con- how much sound gets into a room adjoining
sarvstivc design" (i,e,, one with reasonable as- the engine room, either on the same floor or
surannc of achieving a satisfsctory solution) on the floor above or below. This involves the
but comments are offered on making some terms "transmission loss" and "noise reduc-
compromlsa decisions where they may be de- don" of a wall or a floor-ceiling combination,sired.

In the step-by-step development of the man- Several tables of "transmission loss" dsta are
ual procedures, Section 1 outlines the basic included because the walls and floors become
noise problem due to engines, describing sire- basic design concerns of the architect and
ply such necessary terms as "sound pressure mechanical engineer, Certain restrictions on
level" attd "sound power level" and present- large engines in upper-floor installations are
inga schedule of "noise criteria" used to de- given st the end of Section S under the head-
scribe the acoustic environment in most typ- ing "Special Situations,"
Jcal living and working areas, Section 2 per-
tains to the vibration produced by engines Section 6 pertains to sound transmission out-
and distinguishes between "feelable vibra- of-doors and includes the noise reduction of-
tion" and "audible vibration" or "structure- feats of distance, barriers and dense woods.
borne noise," Section 3 provides quantitative Also considered are the dlmctivity of a large
data on the three principal noise sources of exhaust opening and the noise reduction of
reciprocating engines: the easing, the exhaust mufflers for both reciprocating- and turbine-
and the air intake. By means of special data type engines. Section 6 also includes noise re-
sheets, an example of each source is illus- duction involved in indoor noise escaping out-

doors and outdoor noise canting indoors,

R_"_.__,__"X'_-_25,'2L_",,q _Tz'Y _tt-_'_ Section 7 discusses tolerances in airborne
..... ": ,,_ .,_,_l_, _.,.._,..... _._._,;n,_.. _Ji{!_ noise analysis procedure and offers a schedule

" _'" _':l_"_'"ti,, for identifying a design as "preferred,"• ": .._:;_ "_ _ "acceptable," "marginal" or "unacceptable."
I . :- v¢.._.._,':__! _; _._',_._ Sections 8 and 9 offer vibration isolation tee-
* _' "1 "_.."_'J ommendations for reciprocating and turbine

engines, respectively. Section 10 serves to

. sommar,zonoisesourcessadpaths,andom-phasiaeatheneedtotreateachoneinorderto
•_- ...:..._;...._,._. . ¢ . achieve asuccessful installation,

'_') ' _" ' At the end ofthe text, 39tablesofdstaprov-

_.._j ide quantitative material on many aspects of.., _'_c_._ _-_.,:_:_2,,:_.!'r_ii_:,'-"(._ noise control believed to be required for en-
___._:/._:._t,"_:_.;_r._;_, ;,_l gine noise analysis and solution. Finally, nine

data sheets provide step-by-step procedores
Engine,gear aridcompressorareinstalledon massive for carrying out most of the necessary cslcula-
concreteinertia block, which is then supported by tides in noise analysis. Copies of these blanksteel springsoff the floor, This type of installationis
required wherelargereciprocatingenginesare located data sheets may be used to work out design
on upper floorsabove_cou_ricallycriticalareas, details of each job.
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It is true that reciprocating and turbine en-
gines may be noisy if nothing is done to con-
trol their noise. A bare engine running in a
non-acoustically treated engine room could be
noisy enough to require that ear protectors be

. worn by operators in tile same room; the
noise could be disturbing to nearby occupants
in the same budding, if tl e eng ne room does
not adequately confine tile noise; and escap-
ing engine noise or engine exhaust noise could
even be a source of annoyance to nearby res-
idential neighbors during the quiet of the

Section 1 night.i!

THE NOISE PROBLEM The degree of disturbance or annoyance of an
intruding, unwanted noise depends essentially
on three things: (I) the amount and nature of
the intruding noise; (2) the amount of hack-

' t ground noise already present before the in-truding noise occurred; and (3) tile nature of
i the working or living activity of the people
,,_ occupying the area in which the noise is

' i heard, People trying to sleep in quiet
sub-

:. , _ urban homes would not tolerate very much
intruding engine noise, while office workers In

;_, a busy mid-city office could have greater
;_ amounts of noise without even noticing it;

and, finally, factory workers in a con-
_i tinuously noise manufacturing space might

not even hear a noisy nearby engine installa.

lion,

! 1.I Noise Criteria

i It is common practice in acoustical engineer-
ing to rate various environments by "noise

! criteria" and to describe these criteria by fair-
F ly specific noise level values. Detailed discus-
I

I
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sions of noise criteria can be found in other /eveJsusedthroughout the manual aregiven in
literature =, and only a useful summary of that decibels ("dB") relative to the standard refer-
material is introduced here. In the interest of ence pressure of 0.0002 microbar, although
brevity, many important details and qualifica- the reference pressure.is often omitted.
tions are omitted. Thus, in a complex prob-
lem, additional reading or acoustical assist- Human hearing covers a full frequency range
once may be necessary, of from about 20 Hz (eps) to 20,000 Hz

(ups) a. In acoustical engineering applications
In Table I, a number of typical indoor living it is normal practice to divide this frequency
and working spaces are grouped together into range into eight "octaves" (as in "octaves" of
"categories," A low category number indi- a piano scale) and to work with tile "octave
cotes areas in which relatively low noise levels froquency bands" of noise. Tile octave fie-

• are desired; higher category numbers indicate quency bands that are in common usage now
areas in which relatively higher noise levels are are identified by their "center frequencies" as
permissible, follows: 63 Hz, 12S, 250, 500, 1,000, 2,000,

4,000, and 8,000 tlz. Actually, each of these
The various indoor areas listed in Table I are frequencies is the "geometric mean fre-
intended to be illustrative; areas that are not quency," and the actual bandwidth extends
specifically named here can be assigned, from from 0,7 of the center frequency to 1,4 times
an acoustic point-of-view, to the various cat- the center frequency, An octave band cen-
egories on the basis of their similarity with tered at 31 ups is sometimes used, but it is not
the spaces that are named. From time-to-time included here.
in the manual, these areas may be referred to
as the "noise-sensitive area," the "acoustically In Table 2, actual sound pressure levels (SPL)
critical area" or some other similar term, are listed for the eight octave frequency bands

for each of the noise criterion (NC) designs-
Table I also includes a "Noise Criterion Desig- tions used in Table 1. In later applications
nation" for each of these areas, For example, within the manual, it will be the goal of a
Category l areas include "bedrooms, sleeping particular "noise control design" to meet or
quarters, hospitals, residences, apartments, not exceed the noise levels of the appropriate
hotels, motels, etc. (for sleeping, resting, re- NC designation for a given critical area. In
laxing)." Tids group of activity areas is then applying the indoor NC designations of Table
given the noise criterion designation of NG20 1, the lower limit of the range for a given
to NCo30. category (for example, NC.20 for Category 1)

should be used for a critical situation, while

1.2 Sound Ih'essure Level ("SPL") the upper limit (or some intermediate value)
may be used for o situation known to be not

The ear is sensitive to tiny oscillations of pres- so critical,
sure in the air. Sound waves produce these
pressure oscillations, The intensity of sound A special note of concern is given for the Cat-
waves may be described quantitatively by the egory I and 2 areas of Table 1. For a very
term "sound pressure level" (abbreviated quiet community area or for a quiet building
"SPL" in the manual and popularly called with no internal ventilation system noise, the
sometimes "noise level"). Sound pressure NC-20 noise criterion should be applied for

indoor conditions. For a noisy city environ-
. ment outdoors or for a building with a ventil-
_ orion system known to fall in the NC-30 noise

1For a quamltatl_ ddeusdon of nol_¢ etlleda and noise levels, range, an NC-30 noise criterion can be applied
t i'¢1"¢t to a It_xlbook Ot terc/ellC¢ book on acoustics, such as

"Noise nedu¢llon." Leo L. neranvk. Editor, bleOlawqtin

Dock Company (1960), "llandhook of Noise Control," C,M.
Hanis, Eddor, McGr_w.tlin nook Company (1954), the
lalest i_e or the ASttRAE "Guide and Data Book," Amer- 1The _ccntly accepted U.S. and Internallortal standard unit o1"

icon Soclely or Heating, hcf Hi,0ration and Air-Conditioning frequency Is the "Ilertz," ubbtedaled "HZ." Thui) Ilertz has

Ennineers, In¢,) 34S Ea_147th Slreeh New Yolk, N,Y, IO017 the some meaning and value as Ihc traditional and rarnniar
or selected topics or the Journal or tile Acousllcal Soclct r or le_m "cycles _r second" or "¢ps," TE© new unh :'tz Is used
America. in IhJs manual,

5
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p,_, ( to rooms other than bedrooms or audito- InSections 3 and 4 of the manual, sound

_, ;, riums. For bedrooms or auditoriums or for power level data are given for reciprocating

r ;

!ii:] situalions that do not clearly fall at the NC-20 and turbine engines, and engine components.]
lower limit or NC-30 upper limit, NC-25 in- As n simple analogy, "sound power" of a !

['_'_-'| door noise criterion levels should he applied._p". J source might be likened to the power rating
for an electric lamp (e.g., "100-watt" bulb), !

1.3 Sound Power Level ["PWL") while "sound pressure" might be likened to
the illumination in a room provided by that

The sound pressure level in a room is a rune- electric lamp. This analogy also helps explain
tion of (I) the "acoustics" of the room and the role of acoustic absorption in a room.
(2) lhe strength of the sound source. The
strength of the source may be described quan- In a room with white-painted walls and ceil-
titativeIy as the "sound power" radiated by ing, a weak light source will give fairly good
the source, and, whe_ used in the proper general illumination, but if the room had only
units, this becomes "sound power level" (ab- dark, unreflecting surfaces, the general illami-
breviated "PWL" in this manual), expressed in nation would be very poor. Similarly, a sound
dB relative to the reference power of 10~12 power source may produce high or low sound
watt a, pressure levels in a room depending on the

degree of absorption or reflection of the sur-
faces inside the room. The acoustics of the

_FO_ a Ir.¢_¢ ttch_ieal d¢lc)lp_¢)_ of I'WL _d S_L _¢[¢T tt) _m room are discussed more quantitatively in
acoustics textbook, Section 5.

6
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Section 2
THE VIBRATIONPROBLEM

The vibration produced in a building by an approximately one millionth of an inch can
operating machine can manifest itself in two still be heard to radiate sound in a very quiet
ways to a person in that building: (1) by room.
being "feelabl¢" and C2) by being "audible."
Building structures and tile earth are good Thus, it is not enough just to prevent an an-
transmitters of vibrational energy, and if the gine from producing feelable vibration in a
transmitted vibration is intense enough, it will building; it is usually necessary to reduce
be "feelabla'" as vibration. If the vibration is building vibration to a level much lower than
not intense enough to be "feelable," it may this in order that building occupants will not
still be "audible." hear the noise radiated by the vibrating walls,

floors, ceilings, columns, beams, doors, win-

[ { In a very quiet environment, a large vibrating doWS,knownetC,,,structure.borneltis this type Ofnoise.,,vibrationthat is
surface can radiate "audible" sound when its as

, ! vibration level is only 1/100th to l/l,O00th

of that required to be feelable. In fact, a wall When designing or specifying a vibration isola-
that vibrates with an unfeelable amplitude of tion mounting assembly for an engine, the

7
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acoustic objective of that deslgn is to reduce nlents or processes tbat are more sensilive

the "structure-borne uolse" so [hat it will be than people to the background vibration in
considered acceptable in those various care- the bdilding. Some medical, magneiie, electric
gorles of spaces given in Table I. This be- and electronic equipment may be subject to
comes a particularly difficult requiremeu[ this low-level vibration pickup. It is usually
when a reciprocating engine is mounted on necessary to provide special isolation mount-
tile upper floor of a building+ because tile ings on this type of equipment so thal it will
low-speed, unbalanced forces of the recipro, not be sensitive to normal building vibration,
eating engine may "drive" the building ele. whether caused by rnecbanical equipment or
ments (walls, beams, floors, etc,) at or near by occupants of the buildinl} (walking, closing
their natural resonance frequencies and pro. doors, lyping, etc,). In this manual, engine
duee audible or feelable vibration at remote mo',mtings will aim at aebievi|_g acceptable vi-
paris of the building away from the engine, bratlon and structure-borne noise levels in the

building to meet the requirements of human
occupants. Special mountings to meet the

In some speclal-purpose buildings Ihere may needs of vibration-sensitive equipment are
be some vibration-sensitive equipment, inslru- beyond the scope of the manual.

i
i

i

/

In Ibis arrangemen[ of generator sets, each assembly is
supported on pad rnDun_s at th= I']oor and includes
flexible cona_ctions to ov¢_ll_ad air tnt_k_ duct, exhaust
mufflers and power outlet, {Photograph is courtesy of
Caterpillar Tractor Company.)



For the preparation of this manual, noise data
were obtained and studied for over 75 reci-

I procating natural gas and diesel-fuel engines

covering a power range of 10 to 6,000 hp, For
the purposes of the manual, interest is limitedI

to reciprocating engines in the power range of
20 to 2,500 hp.

Measured noise data have been studied exten-
sively to determine approximately the in-
fluence of certain operational variables on the
amount of noise generated by these engines.

_ From this study it now appears possible to
predict fairly accurately the amount of noise

_ generated by any reciprocating engine fueled

_, by naturalgasor liquidfuel,In thismanual,Section3 technical details of the study and the results

t are not given, but useful conclusions are sum-RECIPROCATING marized and used t , For reciprocating engines,
ENGINE NOISE there are three principal noise sources of con-

i cern: (1) the engine casing; (2) the engine ex-
haust; and (3) the air intake to the engine,
These noise sources are now considered one at
atime.
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Data Sheet I [ParaOraph12 Example).=

Estimated Sound Power Level (PWL) of
Reciprocating Engine Casing Noise

1. ContinuousRating of Engine: 200 hp or kw
;.

2. EngineSpeee: 1,200 rpm

3. Fuel: GasOnly [_ Liquid Only i-1 Gasand Liquid t-I

I Frequency 8and In H= , Ioooj,.ooo,.= .ooo ..oog
4. BasePWL from Table3 for Item 1 Rating:

5. SpeedCorrection from Table 3 for Item 2 Speed:

G, Fuel Corr_ction from Tahfo3 for item 3 Fuah

7. EstimatedPWL (In dB re 10-la watt) of CasingNoise: (Item 7 = Item 4 + Item 5 + Item 61
Caution: ObservealgebraicsignsIn combiningitomsl

to



3.1 Engine Casing Noise ing the PWL of the exhaust noise. When a
turbocharger is driven by the released exhaust

In terms of a rather simplified approach, the gases, some energy is removed from the ex-
noise radiated by tile engine casing is related haust, and less noise is produced. A nominal
to the following influencing factors: (I) con- reduction of 6 dB is shown in Table 4 for this
tenuous rating of the engine in hp (horse- effect.
power) z, (2) shaft speed of engine, and (3)
type of fuel used by the engine. Table 3, at A long exhaust pipe also helps reduce the es-
the end of the text, summarizes the procedure coping exhaust noise, approximately as shown
for estimating the sound power level (PWL) of by the correction term in Table 4, It is not
an engine casing for a particular rating, speed suggested here, however, that a long exhaust
and fuel combination. This does not include pipe may take the place of a muffler as a
the noise of the exhaust from the engine nor noise control device.
the noise of the exhaust from the engine or
of the larger engines that have tnrbochargers. It is cautioned that Table 4 data may not se-
As seen in Table 3, the "Estimated PWL" is curately predict the low frequency exhaust
made up of a "Base PWL" plus two correction noise of some of the large low-speed engines.
terms, The Base PWL values differ for the In the cases of some of these engines, the
eight octave frequency bands, but the coffee- muffler manufacturers design special mufflers
tion terms apply equally to all bands, to control the exhaust noise.

3.2 Example, Data Sheet 1 3.4 Example, Data Sheet 2

As an example of the use of Table 3, suppose Suppose that the 200-hp engine of Example
that it is desired to know the approximate 3.2 is fitted with a turbocharger and a

P,VLofa 2O0-hp, 1,200-rpm naturalgasen- __i_
gine used to drive an electric generator. Sam- _:_¢-.'

pie Data Sheet I indicates the steps taken to ., _.i:_"-:,-,._,-'g
make the calculation. For this example, each " _"
blank of Data Sheet I is filled in with the

oopyofeachdatasheetusedinthemanoulis ! vonattheendofthetextReproduood
cop,.ofthesedatasheetsmaybnusedforspecific design problems,)

The noise generated by the unmuffied engine _-;_' i_'

exhaust and radiated from the open end of [_.:_t;,_ "c'_ir_er/_
the exhaust pipe is related to the following i_"-._-_. _ . _._.d

_._.._,.-_[2tT..'., . - .
infiueneing factors: (1)continuous rating of _2_
the engine in hp (horsepower) or kw (kilo- _,__77___"'_|
watts); (2) the presence or absence of an air I__'._._._'_.#.._ ._,..._.._, . r_. _:_
intake turbocharger driven by the exhaust ___.-_

gases; and (3) the length of the exhaust pipe ._/_._, "r.?r".,,,_._:e..,,'i_,_..,_.,.. _,ti_.*::,t_.,.,,"....
leading exhaust gases away from the engine, _....,,._ %e_.._'.-.............,.,, ,."_'.._.__...._Table 4 summarizes the data used lbr estimat- _ ..... _" "" " " ""

Ready Power chlg_r assembly includes flexible
connections in pipingand vibration isolation mounts
at floor. When enclosed springs are used, as here,
check carefully that mounting system is properly

SToconverthp (horsepower)outputto kw {kllowans)prod- aligned and that springsare not binding or shorted
uccd,orviceversa,usethe relationship: out. fPhotograph ix cottrre_y of The Ready Power

kw I=hpll.S Company.)

II
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Data Sheet 2 (Paragraph 3.4 Example/

Estimated Sound Power Level (P_'L) stf
Unmufficd Reciprocating Engine Exhaust Noise

2OO

' " I 1, ContinuousRating of Engine: hp or kw

2. Air Intake:Turbocharger L_ NoTurboeharger r-i

3. Exhaustpipe Length: 20 ft.

I FrequencyBand in Hz63 I 125 250 I, 500 I 1,000 I 2,000 I 4,000 I B,00O

4. BasePWLfrom Tabre4 for Item 1 Rating;

5. Turbocharg_rCorrection from Table 4 for Item 2 Air intake:

I-_l-_l -_I -_ I -_ I -_ I -_ I -_
6. Exhau_ PipeLength Co_rectlon from Table 4 for Item 3 Length:

?. EstimatedPWL (in dB re 10-1_ watt) of Unmuffled ExhauStNoise: (Item 7 = Item 4 + Item 6 + Item 6)
Caution: Observeolgebraicsignsin combining Items1

]2

• • • ..... , ........ . .....
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Data Sheet 3 (Paragraph3,6 Example)

Estimated Sound Power Level (PWL)
of Untreated Turboch_lrger Noise at

Air Inlet Opening of Reciprocatiog Engine

I, Continuous Rating of Engine: 2 _000 hg or kw

2. Inlet Air Duct Length: 30 ft.

I FrequencyBaT in Hz63 [ 125 .250 [ 000 [ 1,000 2,000 4,000 I 8,000

3. BasePWL from Table 5 for Item 1 Rating:

4. Inlet Air Duct LengthCorrection from Table 5 for Item 2 Length:

_ o I-'1 -'1 -' I-' I -_ I-, -, I -,
5. Estimate¢l PWL (indB re 10-12 watt) of Untreated TurbochargerNois_: (Item 5 = Item 3 + item 41

Caution: Observealgebraicsignsin combiningitemsl

I;,J03).0_I _ J,, I .,8 I ,, 7 8,
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20-foot-long exhaust pipe leading to the root may be of concern+ A rough estimate of"the
of the engine room. SampTe Data Sheet 2 sound power level of the escaping turbo-
summarizes the steps involved in calculating charger noise is given in Table 5. It is cau-
the PWL of the unmuflled exhaust using data tioned here also that this may not hold trub
from Table 4. for all engines and turboehargers. It is import-

ant, however, to recognize that turboeharger
3.5 Engine Air-lntake Noise noise should be considered and that Table 5

data will provide a reasonable approximation
Some of the smaller engines covered by this of this noise.
manual do not have turbochargers; instead,
tire intake air is drawn into the engine by 3.6 Example, Data Sheet 3
"natural aspiration" (designated by "NA °' in
some engine catalogs). On the other hand, As a sample calculation using Table 5, sup-
many of the smaller- and medium-sized an- pose that a turbocharged 2,000-hp engine has
ginas are provided with turboehargers (a tar- a 30-foot dueted air inlet from outside tile
bine-type device, driven at high speed by the engine room. Sample Data Sheet 3 is used to
released exhaust gases, that increases the flow carry out the steps of this ealeulatlon. These
and pressure of air into the engine). These values are not claimed to be highly accurate
smaller turboehargers arc usually installed because different turbochargers make differ-
directly in the sllort air-intake duct to the an- ant amounts of noise, depending on design
gine just beyond an air-intake cleaner or filter, variables. And the inlet duct may reduce tile

escaping noise by different amounts than that
The high frequency whine of the turbocharger given in Table 5. Nevertheless, the estimate
is usually masked by the total noise of the may serve as a guideline for potential noise.
engine, although it can be heard up close to
the air cleaner opening. The noise of these 3,7 Vibration Data
turboehargers may be assumed to be con- Vibration data have been taken on several of
rained within the total noise of the engine, the reciprocating engines studied in this pro-
and no special noise control treatment will be gram; llowever, because of the many variables

• required-other than a caution against listen- in engines, mounting arrangements and
log with the unprotected ear dimctly at the mounting locations and because vibration
alr cleaner inlet, data are not readily understood or appre-

ciated by most non-acousticians, summaries
• For many of the larger and slower engines of the data are not given here. In Section 8 of

(say, over 1,000 hp, although them is no clear the manual, vibration isolation recommenda-
size distinction), tile manufacturer may lions for various typesofreciprocatingengine
specify a ducted connection to bring room air installations are given. Tile most critical instal-
or outside air into the engine intake and tur- lations, of course, are those located on upper
bochargor. In this event, the turboeharger floors of buildings and directly over quiet oc-
noise radiated into the room or out-of-doors eupied spaces.

14
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: TURBINEENGINENOISE
i
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For the preparation of this manual, no.ise data of the cover. The footnote of Table 6 lists a
were obtained and studied for over 45 turbine few typical covers that may be provided with

i engines covering a power range of 200 to some engines and suggests an approximate
; 20,000 kw. For the purposes of the manual, noise correction that might be attributed to

interest is limited to the power range of 200 each general type of cover.
to 5,000 kw. _ oa - 7,5_ ,_p

4.2 Engine Exhaust Noise
From the study of tnrbine engine noise data,

it is possible to estimate for engineering pur- The approximate PWL values for the un-
poses tile noise from three principal sources: muffled exhaust noise from gas turbine en-
(1) engine casing, (2) engine exhaust, and (3)

air intake to the engine. These three noise lll_'_4 "'____ ....
sources are now considered one at a time. _tt,'-__.-_ ,'_..

4.1 Engine Casing Noise w. _ ._1_....,¢._.,i ____-__..._|_---_ .-_..':+_

i The approximate PWL values for the casing _!_

noise of unenclosed, untreated gas turbine en- _ ,,
gines are given in Table 6 t . These values apply
to a bare engine having no thermal insulating
cover or form of enclosing cabinet.

If there is some form of cover for the entire . i --
the radiated noise will probably _'.engine casing,

be reduced, depending on the acoustic quality _ ' --"-_ _

AiReseareh turbine engine-generatorsetis packaged
inside cabinet for shipment and later installation at
computer center. Exhaust heat from enginesis used

lTmbineengineratingsare usuallyquotedin kilowattor to operate absorption refrigerationmachine which
mesawan values.To convertkilowatts(kw) output and air conditions computer installation. (Photograph
horsepowerthp)produced,use therelattonship: Is courtesy of Garrets.A/ResearchManufacturing

kw =hplI .$ DII,ision.J
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gines are given in Table 7. These values apply Guide." Please note the qualifications associa-
te the noise radiated dlrecfly from the end of ted with data of Tables 9 and I0,
the engine, assuming no exhaust duct, Ae-
tuafly, most turbine engine installations will If tile engine manufacturer supplies an air-
have connecting ducts from the engine ex- intake silencer of knov,,n insertion loss, the
haust to some outdoor opening, and these PWL values of Table 8 may be reduced by tile
ducts may be counted on for some degree of silencer insertion loss values for each of the
silencing, depending on the nature of rite ac- frequency bands,
oustic or thermal lining of the duct.

4.4 Example, Data Sheet 4
The approximate attenuation provided by

straight ducts and duct turns for a typical on- Suppose a 2,500-kw turbine-driven generator
gine exhaust duct may be estimated from data set is to be installed in a building, As supplied
in Tables 9 and l0 or from data in tile by the manufacturer, the packaged set is
"ASHRAE Guide''a. Attention is directed to housed in a metal cabinet with inside acoustic
the qualifying comments in Tables 9 and 10. lining but with many open boles for ventila-
It is especially important to realize that, at lion, Tbe circular exhaust duct is 30 feet long
elevated exhaust temperatures, the wave- and extends to tile roof of the building. This
length of sound in the exhaust gas is longer

duct is wrapped on the outside with thermal
than at ordinary temperature, and, as a result, ingulation. The exhaust duet also contains a
the duct appears shorter, in term's of wave-
lengths, to the sound was'e. Thus, the attenua- packaged exhaust muffler which has the fol-
lion will be less, As a first approximation, it is lowing insertion loss, corrected for exhaust
suggested that two-thirds of the normal allen- temperature, according to the muffler man-

' . uatian be used when hot exhaust ducts are be- facturer:
ing considered, It is ilardly necessary to be
more exacting here for estimates of duet losses. Hz 63 125 250 500 t,000 2,000 4,000 8,000
It is more important later to take this temper- Pt,','L,dB 5 l0 13 15 19 lg 12 10
ature effect into account when considering

i_ mufflers for controlling the noise. The air intake to the engine is provided by a12-foot-long rectangular duet to the outside

Tf the turbine engine manufacturer supplies wall of the building, A 2-inch-thick internal
with tile engine an exhaust muffler ofknown acoustic lining is offered by tile manufacturerfor this intake duet, It is desired to know the
insertion loss, the PWL values of Table 7 may
be reduced by the muffler insertion loss PWL for the casing, exhaust and intake for
values for each of the frequency bands (car- this unit.

reeled for exhaust temperature), Provision for Sample Data Sheet 4 summarizes lhe steps fortiffs is made in tile appropriate data sheet,
arriving at the desired data, making use of the
material from Tables 6-10. The desired PWL

4.3 Engine Air Intake Noise values for the three principal noise sources are
given in Items 9, 13 and 17 of Data Sheet 4

The approximate PWL values for the unsi- after the appropriate corrections are made for
lanced air-intake noise of gas turbine engines the various noise reduction treatments sup-
are given in Table 8. These values apply to the plied for this particular installation.
noise radiated directly from the air intake end
of the engine. If an inlet duet brings air into
the engine, the approximate sound uttenua- 4.5 Vibration Data
lion provided by the duct can be estimated
from Tables 9 and 10 or from the "ASHRAE Because of the rotary action of the turbine

engine, vibration is much lower than for reci-
procating engines. However, structure-borne

ararat to the latest available"AS/IRAE Guideand Dale noise may still be of concern in some installa-
Book," published by the American Society of Ileal/rig, I1¢.
rrigeration and Ah'.Condriioning Enginecn, 34S East 47th lions, and suggestions for vibration isolation
Sugar,NewYork,NewYork10017. are given in Section 9 of the manual,

16
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(Paragraph 4.4 Example)

' Data Sheet 4 Sheet f of 2

J_
Estimated Sound Power Level (PWL) of Casing,

Exhaust attd Intake Noise or Gas Turbine Engine

1. Continuous Ratingof Engine: hp or 2,500 kw

2. EngineCaring Cover: None [] or Type ]= from Table6

3, ExhaustDuct: Round [_. Rectangular r'l Length 30 ft.

i Duct Lining: Type 2 fromTable 9Duct Turns: No, O Type fromTable 10

I 4. Intake Duct: Round r-I Rectangular [3. Length 12 ft.

i Duct Lining: Type h from'Table 9

i o
I Duct Turns: No._ Type from Table 10

5. Exhaust Muffler Supplied: Y0_ [3 No []

l 6, Intake Muffler Supplied: Yes [_ No []

I FrequencyBand in Hz031f=_=_o00o,.aeon2.o00I ,,o0oI _,00o

I 7. PWL (in dBre 10 -12 watt) of CasingNoise from Table 6 for Item 1 Rating:

8. NoiseReduction Providedby Casin_Cover (If Any) of Item 2 asEstimated inTable6 Footnote:

-_-_1-, -_ I-_ i -_ I-_ I -_
9, PWL of CasingNoisewith Cover{if Any] Item 9 ==Item ?+ Item 8

Caution: Observealgebraicsignsin combiningitems1

(Continued)
17
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(Paragraph4.4 Examp/e)

Date Sheet 4 (continued) Sheet2of2

I FrequencyBand in Hz63 I 125 I 250 I 50D I 1.000 I 2,000 J 4,000 8,00D

10, PWL (indB re 10-12 watt) of ExhaustNoisefrom Table 7 for Item 1 Rating;

11. Attenuation Providedby Exhatm Duct and Turnsof Item 3, from Tables9 and 10 or "ASHRAE Guide"
includehot temperaturecorrection):

-_t-_1-_ I -° I -° I -° I .o I _o .I
12. Insertion Lost of ExhaustMuffler or Item 5, If Provided (usemuffler manufacturer'sdata for appropriate

band=,correctedfor exhaust temperature):

13, PWL of Exhaust Nolle Out of Duct and Muffler losappllcable):Item t3 =ttem 10 + Item 11 + Item 12
Caution:Observealgebraicsignsincombining Jtemsl

14, PWL (In dB re I0 -12 watt) of Air.intake Noisefrom Table ° for Item 1 Rating:

15. Attenuation Providedby Intake Ductand Turns of Item 4, from T_bles9 and 10 or'ASHRAE Guide":

16. InsertionLoSSof Intake Muffler of Item 6, If Provided (usemuffler manufacturer'=datafor appropriate
bandz;roeTable 39):

I I I I I I ( I
17. PWL of Intake Noise Out of Duct and Muffler (asAppficable)

Item 17 - Item 14 + Item 15 + Item 16
Caution: Observe elgebralcsignsincomb]ning Items1

'_ 18
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Section 5

CONTROLOFAIRBORNE SOUNDINDOORS

Principalconcernwith the noiseof engine- ticsof a room may be describedby thevol-
generator sets is the airborne sound radiated ume of the room and tile relative amount of
directly from the noise-making components, "acoustic absorption" or "acoustic treat-
As the term "airborne" suggests, this sound is mcnt" in the room. Then, the SPL (sound
carried essentially by air paths from" the pressure level) in the room can be estimated
source to the receiver, In some cases the noise for any PWL (sound power level) in the room
may strike a massive wall and even be trans- by applying a "room correction term" tltat
mitted "through" the wall to the opposite takes into account the volume and acoustic
side where it continues to be radiated and absorption of the room. Thus,
considered as airborne noise.

SPL = PleL + Room Correction Term
The control of airborne sound involves: (1)
some fundamentals about the distribution of Table 1I gives average values of the "room

'::' sound inside rooms and outdoors, (2) some correctioh term" that will yield the "reverber-
quantitative data on the ability of a wall to ant" noise level in a room, that is, the noise
reduce sound transmission, and (3) some level that may be found to exist fairly uni-
quantitative data on the effectiveness of formly all around the room at a distance of
sound-attenuating mufflers placed in sound more than about 5 to 10 feet from the source
passages. Indoor aspects of airborne sound are for smaller rooms and more than about I 0 to

: discussed in this section, while outdoor as- 20 feet from the source for larger rooms. At
pacts are considered in Section 6, closer distances to the noise source, the noise

will be higher than this "revcrbcmnt" noise

5.1 Sound Pressure Level in a Room level by a few decibels, depending on a num-
_ bar of details which will not be discussed

In Paragraph 1.3 it was mentioned that tile here. As a rough approximation of the SPL
sound pressure level (SPL or noise level) in a within a few feet of an engine, tlle reverberant
room is a function of (I) the acoustics of the SPL can be increased by 3 dB. The room cor-
room, and (2) the strength of the source. In faction term actually varies with frequency
Sections 3 and 4, data have been given on the but that variation is ignored here and the val-
"strength of the source," namely, the sound ues given in Table 11 may be applied equally
power level (PWL) of the major noise sources to all octave frequency bands. For a more

• of reciprocating and turbine engines. Now, in rigorousand detailed analysis of a room acous-
this part of Section 5, the acoustics of a room tics problem, the reader is referred to a text-
are considered, book on acoustics.

In a brief and simplified procedure, the acous- The footnotes of Table 11 describe four dil-

l9
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--_ ferent degrees of room treatments that might noise source in tile space. It is necessary to
; be used• Various areas and thicknesses of take this into account in any particular noise

acoustic absorption material are suggested, control design, especiaUy since there fre-
Where a 3/4 inch to 1 inch thick absorption quently are several engines operating in the
material is used, it is intended that such a same room, Since PWL and SPL values are
material have a published *'NRC" value logarithmic-based numbers, they cannot be
("noise "reduction coefficient") in the range of added together by simple algebraic addition.
0.65 to 0,7.5, Where a l-It2 inch to 2 inch For example, 90 dB+ 90 dB does not give
thick absorption material is used it is intended 180 dB, instead, as in electrical power addJ-
that such'a material have a published NRC tion of decibels. 90 dB + 90 dB = 93 dB, i,e,,
value in the range of 0.75 to 0.85, Bulletins two equal sources added together produce a
on acoustic absorption materials list all of the total level that is 3 dB greater than the level
marketed products that meet these values I. of either source, Table 12 summarizes four

simple rules to be followed for adding SPL or
PWL contributions to obtain tile total SPL or

5.2 Example, Data Sheet 5 PWL.

As an example of the use of Table 1 I, sup- As illustrations of the use of Table 12, accord-
pose that the 200-hp, 1,200-rpra natural gas ing to the first rule,
engine of Example 3.2 is to drive an electric

generator. Suppose the engine room is 12 feet 95 dB + 97 dB = 99 dB
high, 15 feet wide and :20 feet long. On the 90dB+97dB=98dB
underside of tile roof there is a 2-tnch-tlfiek 85 dB + 95 dB = 95 dB
layer of exposed glass fiber insulation that
sarves both as thermal insulation and as ac-
oustic absorption, It is desired to know tile According to the second rule,

estimated "'noise levels" (sound pressure 80dB+SOdB =83dB
levels) in the room when the engine is run-
r,ing. 95 dB s- 95 dB + 95 dB = l O0 dB.

To aid in the estimating procedure, Data To illustrate the third rule, tile following four
Sheet S may be used, This sheet indicates sample SPL values are added by using two
each of the steps necessary to determine the different orders of addition:
estimated reverberant SPI. in the engine
room. For this example, each blank of Data First order,

Sheet 5 is filled in with the appropriate mate- 88 dB_ = 92 dBrial. The Item 8 PWL values are taken from

sample Data Sheet I used with Example 3,2. 90dB/ _ = lO0dB
93 dB[ = 99dB )Item 9 gives the reverberant SPL in the engine 98 dB lroom. and Item I 0 gives the approximate SPL

/'lear an engine

Second order,
5.3 Addition of Decibel l.,¢vels

88dS =98dB)
When several engines or noise sources are pro- 98 dB ,( = 1O0 dB
sent in a given space, the total sound power 90dB = 95 dB ]level or the total noise level will usually be 93 dB
greater than that for any single engine or

5.4 Transmission Loss of Walls ("TL")

]R_rer to rnanufactuzers' published data or see lalesl applic- When a sound wave strikes the "front" sur-
=bl_ annual bulhiUn or "Performance Dala of Architectural face of a solid wall, there is enouglt energy Jn
Acounlcs btaterials" or Jls successor, published by tile Aeous-
ncalblalerialsAssoclalion.33SEast451hSlxcet,NcwYork, tile tiny pressure oscillations in the air to
NewYorklaOlT.or itssucc_ssor, cause tile whole wall to vibrate, In vibrating,

20
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i i Data Sheet 5 (Paragraph 5.2 E2cample)

i;

i I Estimated Sound Pressure Level (SPL) in an Engine Room

1. VolumeofEnglneRoom: 12 ft.X 15 ft.X 20 R.= 3,600 cu. ft.

2. Total Interior SurfaceArea of Room {Including floor} = 1 ,_4hO sq. ft.

3. Areaof AcousticTreatmeot 300 _. ft.

4. Percent Area Coveredby Acoustic Treatment (item 3/Item 2) X 100 = 21 %

5. Thicknessof Absorption Material 3/4 in.-1 in. D 1-1/2 In.-2 In._]

6. AcousticTreatment Condition of Room from I teml4 and5. as Defined In Footnotesof Table 11:
Condition 1 C] Condition 2 [] Condition 3 _] Condition 4 /-] '

7. Room Correction Term from Table 11 for Items 1 and 6: -8 dB

Frequency Bandin Hz

o311,51I ooof1.oooI 2,°°°14.oooI ..ooo
S. Total PWLof All NoI_eSources in Engine Room Ifrom Item 7 of Data Sheet1 for Reciprocating Enginesor

from Item 9 of DataSheet 4 for Turbine Engines):

t, ReverberantSPL in Engine Room (Item 9 = Item 8 + Item 7; Item 7 Value IsSame for All FrequencyBands
=nd IsZero or a NegativeQuantity for All Room Conditions)

i Caution: Observeargebraicsignsin combiningtermsl

10. Approximate SPL Near Engine Iltem 10 = Item 9 + 3 dBI

21
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tills wall sets into oscillation the air particles formance characteristic that is entirely a rune-
along its "back" or opposite surface. These lion of tile wall weight and material. And its
vibrating air particles radiate as sound energy numerical value is not influenced by the
into the space on the back side of the wall. acoustic environment on either side of the
Titus, an incident sound wave excites the waller the area of the wall.
front side of the wall, and the wall re-radiates
the sound wave from its back side. (If the wall 5.5 Noise Reduction of Wails ("NR")
is at all porous, some sound-oscillating air
particles-can actually pass through the pores The objective of this discussion on walls is to
of the wall.) enable us to determine quantitatively the wall

that is required to separate a noisy room from
a quiet room. For example, if the noise level

Generally, a lightweight wail will be more in an engine room is 90 dB at a particular
cosily excited by an incident sound wave than octave frequency band and the noise level de-
will a heavyweight wail and therefore will sired in an adjoining room is 40 dB in that
"transmit" more radiated energy to the other same frequency band, then the wail must pro-
side. This generalization gives rise to the el- vide a "noise reduction" of 50 dB, But, the
feet known as "the mass law" in acoustics, To "noise reduction" provided by that wall in-
n first approximation, "the mass law" suggests volves more than merely the TL of the wall.
that for each doubling of the surface weight

of the wall there will be about'5 or 6 dB Jess It is' probably obvious that a wail with a rein-transmitted sound. The mass law also suggests
that for each doubling of the frequency of the tively small area will transmit less total noise
sound there will be about 5 or 6 dB less trans- energy titan will a wall with a relatively large

area, even though each square foot of the wail
mittcd sound. Of course, there are many quai- has the same TL value, Also, it is probably
ifleations to these generalities. Details of these
qualifications are not presented here; but the obvious that the sound level in the "receiving, room" will be influenced by the amount of
"transmission loss" data given in the tables acoustic absorption in the receiving room,

: reflect these effects, that is, the SPL will be relatively high in a

The approximate "transmission loss" or"TL" "live" receiving room having little or no ac-oustic absorption whereas it will be relatively
values, expressed in dB, of a number of typi-
cal wall constructions arc given in Tables low in a "dead" receiving room having large

amounts of acoustic absorption. Thus, when
13-22 at the end of the text: noise travels through a wall from one room to

an adjoining room, three factors are involved:Table No. Construction Malarial
(1) the TL of the wall (as in Tables 13-22);

: 13 Solid,denSe concreteor masonry (2) the area of the wall that is transmitting
14 Hollow.coreconcrete or masonry tl_c noise (that part of the wall area that is
15 Stud,typepartitions common to both tile noisy room and the ad-
1(] Metalpane[partitionnnd joining room); and (3) the acoustic character-

Industrialacoustic doors istics of the adjoining room that receives the
17 Glasswallsorwindow_ transmitted noise. Tbe term "noise rcduc-

18 Doubfc-glassconstruction tion" of a wall (abbreviated "NR") is the
term that includes all three of these factors.

19 Woodor plywood, including 2.inch In practice, the area of the common transmit-thlcksolidwooddoor
ting wall and the acoustic characteristics of

20 Plaster the receiving room can be incorporated into a
21 Aluminum single "wall correction term ''= which in turn
22 Steel can be applied to the TL of that wall. Then,

It is important to realize that the TL era wall
is merely the ratio, expressed in decibels, of

the sound transmitted by a wall to the air- e"Waa correction term" is coined ¢_Fcclally for u_c in this
borne sound incident upon tile opposite side mammalIt tlcluall¥includesseYeralfat'lot_combinedinto
of the ',vail, Thus, the TL of a wall is a per- onetermin theinlereUordmplif)'ing thedetaih.
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tile "noise reduction" provided by the wall thick acoustic absorption material. Also, the
separating the two rooms is the tile SPL dif- floor is carpeted.
.terence between the two rooms,

Sample Data Sheet 6 indicates the steps re-
However, the NR for any wall is equal to the quired to estimate the SPL in the bedroom
TL of the wall plus the "wail correction ("receiving room") due to the engine in the
term" (designated here as "C"), ora engine room ("transmitting room"). In filling

in the blanks of Data Sbeet 6, note that the
NR = TL +C footnote of Item 4 permits the addition of

in these two equations TL and C have known extra acoustic absorption to the receiving
values for specific situations, and tile SPL of room due to the presence of carpet, drapes or
the source room can be determined from Data upholstered furniture.
Sheet 5. Then, for a given set of conditions,
the SPL in the receiver room can be deter- In a more thorough analysis, the loom absorp-
mined, or tion could be calculated in considerable de-

tail; but here fairly simple estimates are con-
SPL = BPL + TL + C sidered adequate. Another judgement decision

receiver source might be involved in filling in the blanks of
room room Item 12 of Data Sheet 6, If tile transmitting

The approximate values of wall TL can be wall is quite close to the engine noise source,
found in Tables 13-22. and the approximate the noise levels at that wall will be higher than
values of "C" can be found in Table 23, if the wall is more remote from tile engine.
where it is necessary to know the ota rece v: Hence, for a close wall (say, under 5 feet from
ing room surface area, the common wall area the engine), the .close-in noise levels of the
and the condition of acoustic treatment of engine room should be used, i,e., Item 10 of

the receiving room. In this simplified up- Data Sheet S; while for a greater distance
proach, several approximations are made, and (say, 5 feet or more from the engine), the
the resulting value of "C" is used equally in reverberant noise levers of tho engine room
all eight frequency bands, should be used, i.e., Item 9 of Data Sheet 5.

In this particular example, assume that the

i S.6 Example, Data Sheet 6 wall is more than 5 feet from the engine anduse the reverberant SPL,
From all the material thus far presented in the

manual, it is now possibla to make avery sis- Item 13 of sample Data Sheet 6 shows the
nificant calculation, Supposeit is desired to foltowing SPL values in the bedroom ("receiv-
know if an 8-inch hollow-core dense concrete ing room") for the octave frequency bands:
block wall will bo adequato to separate an en-

gine roomon thetopfloorofabuildingfrom 60 62 60 .58 33 45 33 21dB
the bedroom of a penthouse apartment imme-
diately beside the engine room.

The question asked by this example is
Suppose the engine and engine room are the whether the 8-inch-thick hollow-core concrete
same as those used in Example 5,2, whero the block wall will yield acceptable noise levels in
engine room roverberant and close-in SPLs the bedroom. Recall from the discussion of
wetm found in Items 9 and l0 of the sample noise criteria (Paragraph I.l) and from Table
Data Sheet S, Suppose that the bedroom wall l at the end of tha text that the noise ori.
common to the engine room is 8 feet high and tedon designation for sleeping (Category 1 in
12 feet long and suppose that tile bedroom Table l) is NC-20 to NC-30, From Table 2,
has a total inside surface area of 792 square the SPL values for NC-20 and NC-30 in the
feet and a 12-foot-x-I S-foot ceiling of l-inch- octave frequency bands are as follows:

NC-20:31 40 33 26 22 19 17 16
a$°luti°rtt°NRaTL¢'Cuslnathep toc=du)einthjsmanual 2_C-30: $7 48 41 35 31 29 28 27

results in a minus quantity, Caution: Obsclv© algebraic signs
in adding "noise" (+) to "t'cducti0ns of noit¢" (-) in thit

manual;e.g,,1o+t-S) + {-2)" 3, ' A comparison of the estimated bedroom noise

i "
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Da to Sheet 6 /Paragraph5.6 ExampleJ

Sound Transmission to Adjoinin_ Room Through Common Wall

Sound Transmitting Room Sound ReceivingRoom

Engine _oom Bedroom

1. Area of Common Wall That TransmitsNoise: 96 _1.ft.

" 2. Total Interior SurfaceAreaof ReceivingRoom (includingfloor): 792 sq.ft.

3. Total Interior SurfaceArea Dividedby Area of Common Wall: 8.2
(Item 3= Item 2÷Item 1)

4. Area of AcousticTreatment in ReceivingRoom_: 270 _1. ft,

5, Percent Areaof ReceivingRoomCovered byAcouStic Treatment 3_ %
(Items = 100X Item 4+ Item 2)

6. Thicknessof AbsOrptionMaterial: 3/4 In,-1 in. _] 1.1/2 in.-2 In.D

7. Acoustic Treatment Conditionof ReceivingRoom from Items 5 and6, asDefined in Footnotesof Table 23:
Condition 1 f-I Condition 2 1"3, Condition 3 I_ Condition 4 D

!

8. Wall Correction Term "C" fromTable 23 for Item 3 and Item 7 Conditions: + 3 dB

, J Frequency Bandin Hz [

I 12EI 0o0t l00O1,000t ,000I 0000t
• E. ExpectedWall ConstructionMaterial: _ _n. holler-core dearie concrete block

10, Estimated"TL" of Wall from Tables13.22 orOther Source

11. Estimated "NR" of Wall in _quation NR =, 7"4+ C, Using Valuesfrom Items8 and 10
(Item 11 = Item 10+ Item Bl:
Coutlom ObservealgebraicsignsIncombiningItemsl

: 12, EstimatedSPL in SoundTransmittingRoom from Date Sheet5 (UseItem 9 ReverberantSPL If Source is 5
ft, or More from CommonWallor Item 10 Close-inSPL If SourceIs LessThan 5 ft. from CommonWaLl):

13, EstimatedSPLIn ReceivingRoom (Item 13 = Item 12 - Item 11) )

eAdd ._'_ o| tloot ar_a to Ilom 4 It r¢c01vlng _oom noel I_ carpeted or if room h_s dr0p¢l or upholstered tutnlt u,'¢, II thl| is the O;Hy

acoustic m_terl_ in tbo room, treat It ashavi_g 3/4 in. thlcknes_ _n Item 6 for d=terrmnlng Item 7 condition• I
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levels with the NC-20 to NC-30 noise levels lower; and if only 5%, the door or window TL
shows that the bedroom noise levels would be can be 10 dB lower than the wall TL. For
about 20 to 30 dB too high. If these noise these conditions tile total effectivenessofthe
levels were only a few decibels too high, this wall would be decreased only I dB, which can
might be an almost acceptable condition (a be considered negligible for most practical in-
discussion of "tolerances" appears later in stallations, These and other combinations of
Section 7), but a 20 to 30 dB noise excess window or door area and relative TL and the
would he completely unacceptable. Thus, tile resulting loss of TL of the composite wall
use of an 8-inch hollow..core concrete block containing them are given in Table 24 (inclu-
wall would not be adequate to separate the ding an example). (This table can also be used :
bedroom from the engine room. to determine the effective TL of a wall made

up of two different portions, where the twq
Actually, if this example were carried out portions have different TLs, such as a 10-inch-

again using a 12-inch-thick, solid dense con- thick poured solid concrete wall having a i
crete block wall, it would still be found inade- knockout panel of 6-incb.thick concrete
quote to separate a bedroom from an engine block,)
room. This, then, essentially dictates that a
sleeping area involving NC-20 to NC-30 noise The approximate TL of a 2-inch, solid wood
criteria not be located immediately adjoining door, gasketed around all edges, is given in
an engine room on tbe same floor. (Later Table 19 (see Footnote 2 or Table 19), and
comments are devoted to some special design the approximate TL of a 4-inch-thick and a
requirements fur (1) allowing a Category 3 or 6-inch-thick industrial-type "acoustic door" is
4 area to adjoin immediately an engin.e room given in Table 16. The approximate TL of
and (2) allowing a Category I or 2 area to be single thicknesses of glass is given in Table 17
reasonably near an engine room.) Recall that and that of a few double-glass combinations is
the example used here was introduced primar- given in Table 18,
ily to illustrate the use of Data Sheet 6 for

calculating the SPL in a room adjoining the In some situations, the structural require-
engine room, but the example was also chosen meats may exceed the acoustical require-
to illustrate a potentially serious problem, meats of a wall, in which ease the door or

window can have a TL much lower than that

5,7 Doors and Windows of the wall. A fewgeneralizations that should
:, aid in tbe selection of a door or window that

will be somewhat acoustically compatible
It is probably fairly obvious that ira 12-inch- with tbe wall, even though the door or win-

., thick, solid concrete block wall (at 144 Ib/sq dew TL may not exactly meet the values sug-
_' ft surface weight) were required to separate a gested as a function of their area relative to

noisy room from a quiet room. an ungasketed the total wall area, are:
lightweight wood door or a single thickness of
l/4-in, glass window (each less than 41b/sq ft I, Where the acoustic design requires a mini-

_' surface weight) would certainly represent a mum, simple, single-wall construction,
noticeable noise leakage path through that such asconventionalstud partitions, tour-
wall, If the noise reduction value of a wall is able metal partitions or 4-inch or 6.inch
to be preserved, the doors and windows must hofiow..core concrete block, use ungas-
be specially selected, keted hollow-core wood doors or ungas-

': keted metal panel doors and minimum
' Where the area of a door or window is only a I/4-inch-thick glass windows,
! small part of the area of the wall in which it is
; installed, it is possible to permit the door or 2, Where the acoustic design requires some-
t window to have a somewhat lower TL than what more than minimum wall construe-

the wall without significantly harming the tion (such as staggered stud construction,
total effectiveness of the wall. As examples, if 4-inch or 6-inch solid core concrete or
the door or window area is 20% of the wall masonry, or acoustically filled metal
area, the TL of the door or window can be 3 panel partitions), use gasketed solid-core
dB lower than that of the wall; if 10%, 6 dB wood doors or minimum l-3/4-inch hol-
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low metal doors packed with dense rain- heavy machinery or to give an adequate base
oral or glass fiber, or special l-3/4-ineh- to for an engine mounting system.
2-inch-thick acoustic doors with gasket-
ing, and use windows of minimum area Tile five floor-ceiling combinations are discus-
made up of double panes of at least 1/4 sod in the following paragraphs. (Note: All
inch-thick glass with at least 2-inch air floor slabs are assumed to be of dense con-
space, or windows of larger but limited crete [140-150 Ib/cu ft density] .)
area made up of double panes of at least
l/4-1nch-thick glass with 4-inch to 6-inch Type ] floor-ceillng combination is the con-
air space, For area details, check against crete floor slab that has acoustic tiles cement-
Table 24 data. ed directly to tile underside. It is important to

realize that the acoustic tiles add nothing to
3. Where stringent acoustic requirements the transmission loss of the floor slab. The

must be met, adhere to the door or win- acoustic tiles only provide acoustic absorption
dew TL requirements given in Table 24 as in tile room in which they are located and
a function of per cent area of the total hence provide a degree of noise reduction in
wall, Use special acoustic doors or pro- the room, as shown by the calculations in
vide "sound locks" with gasketed double Data Sheets 5 and 6, The estimated TL of a
doors, as in Item (2) above, such that Type 1 floor-ceiling is given in Table 25 for a

doors are spaced at least !i to 6feet apart few typ!col floor slab thicknesses,in an acoustically lined vestibule or cor-
ridor. Use double-glass windows with Type2floor.eeillngeombinationconsistsofa
maximum possible air space and glass concrete floor slab, below which is suspended
thie'kness and minimum practical area, a typical low density acoustic tile ceiling in a
For slight improvement, the panes may mechanical support system, To qualify for the
be tilted relative to one another, and the Type 2 combination tile acoustic tile should
interior surfaces of the window framing be not less than 3/4 inch thick, and should
can be given an acoustic lining, have a noise reduction coefficient ("NRC") of

at least 0.65 (when mounled as specified by
4. Where doors are obvious leakage paths for the Acoustical Materials Association; see

i: unwanted noise, locate them in positions Footnote I in Paragraph 5.1). Tile air space
that will provide minimum disturbance between the suspended ceiling and the con-
or maximum distance from the import- crete slab above should be at least 15 inches,
ant work area of the room, and provide bul the TL improves if the air space Is larger
acoustic absorption in the "receiving than this. The estimated TL of a Type 2
room," floor-ceiling is given in Table 26 for a few

typical dimensions of concrete floor slab
thickness and air space.

5.8 Transmission Loss of
Floor-Ceiling Combinations T.ype 3 floor-ceiling combination is very sim-

ilar to the Type 2 combination, except that
The transmission loss of a simple dense con- the acoustic tile material is of the "high TL"
crete floor slab alone is .approximately the variety. This means that the material is of
same as given in Table 13 for dense poured hlgll density and usually has a foil backing to
concrete. However, in most building situa- decrease the porosity of the back surface of
lions, a ceiling of some type is supported the material. (Ask the acoustic tile represent-
below the floor slab, atige to identify his "high TL" material.) One

possible version of the Type 3 combination
Five different floor-ceiling combinations are includes tile suspended ceiling system that
considered hem. Under no condition should a , consists of a liglltweight metal panel sandwich
reciprocating or turbine engine be mounted construction consisting of a perforated panel
on framed wood flooring or on typical light- on the lower surface and a solid panel on the
weight metal deck with 2- to 3-inch-thick con- upper surface, with acoustic absorption ran-
crete surface. These floor constructions are terial in-between. Tile minimum NRC for the
not stiff enougl| or massive enough to support Type 3 acoustic material must be 0,65. The
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estimated TL of a Type 3 floor-ceiling is given room floor area within 20 feet of tha engine
in Table 27 for a few typical dimensions of assembly, but not under any vibration iso-
concrete floor slab thickness and air space, lated concrete inertia bases carrying specific

pieces of operating machinery. The floating
Type 4 floor-ceiling combination consists of a concrete floor should be supported off the
concrete floor slab, an air space, and a resili- structure floor at a height of at least 2 inches
ently supported plaster ceiling. This combina- with the use of properly spaced blocks of
lion is for use in critical situations where a compressed glass fiber or multiple-layers of
high TL is required. The plaster ceiling should fibbed or waffle-pattern neoprene pads or
have at least I inch thickness of high density steel spdngs (in series with two layers of
plaster (minimum 12 Ib/sq ft surface weight), fibbed or waffle-pattern neoprene pads).
and the air space should be at least 18 inches
thick. The density and loading of the compressed

glass fiber or neoprene pads should follow the
The ceiling should be supported on resilient manufacturers' recommendations. If steel
ceiling hangers that provide at least 1/10-inch springs are used, their static deflection should
static deflection under load. Neoprene-in- not be less than 1/4 inch. The 2-inch space
shear or compressed glass fiber hangers can be between the floating slab and the structure
used, or steel springs can be used if they in- slab should be covered with a l-inch thickness
clude a pad or disc of neoprene or glass fiber of low-cost glass fiber or mineral wool blanket
in the mount. A thick felt pad hanger arrange- of 3 to 4 lb/cu ft density.
meat can be used if it meets the static deflec-
tion requirement. The hanger system must Around all the perimeter edges of the floating
not have metal-to-metal short-circuit paths floor (arot/nd the walls and around aft con-
around the isolation material of the hanger, crete inertia bases within the floating floor

area) there should be ]-inch gaps that are later
packed with mastic or fibrous filling and then

Where the plaster ceiling meets the vertical sealed with a waterproof non-hardening caulk-
wall surface, the perimeter edge of the ceiling ing or sealing material. It would be advisable
must not make rigid contact with the wall to provide a curb arrangement around the per-
member. A l/4-inch open joint should ha pro- imeter of the floated slab to help discourage
vided at this edge, which is filled with a non- water leakage into the sealed perimeter joints,
hardening caulking, or mastic or fibrous pack- because, if the floor becomes flooded, water
ing after the ceiling plaster is set. should not fill up tile 2-inch space under the

floated slab.
The estimated TL of a Type 4 floor.ceiling
combination is given in Table 28 for a few As a prevention against this occurrence, sever-
typical dimensions of floor slab, air space and al floor drains should be set in the structure
ceiling thicknesses. It is cautioned that this slab under the floating slab to provide run off
combination is for use in critical situations, of any water leakage into this cavity space.
and special care must be exercised to produce
a good, resiliently supported, non-porous, As with the Type 4 combination, the Type 5
dense ceiling. Acoustic tile can be added to combination includes a resiliently supported
the underside of the piaster ceiling but it will plaster ceiling under the struclure slab. The
not change the transmission loss of tile combi- estimated TL of a Type 5 floor.cefling combi-
nation;it will only add to the acoustic absorp- nation is given in Table 29 for a few typical
tlon of the room. dimensions of floating floor slab in combina-

tion with the Type 4 structures of Table 28.
Type 5 floor-ceiling combination is the soma The T)'pa 5 combination may be required for
as the Type 4 combination, except that a an engine room floor in certain critical sitoa-
"floating concrete floor" is mounted on top tlons but it probably would not be required in
of the structural floor slab. The floating con- any other applications within the scope of
crete floor should not support the engine as- this manual. It is to be noted that the floating
sembly or any other large operating equip- slab is intended to improve the airborne TL of
meat. It should extend over all the engine a floor; it is not suggested here as a vibration
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isolation mounting base for large equipment, men f/our-ceiling area of the receiving room.
although it will provide certain benefits to The value of "C" will differ, of course, from
some structure-borne noise of pipe supports, room-to-room so it must be redetermined for
duct supports, drainage lines, electrical con- each room of interest above, below or beside
duit and the like, The floating slab is not de- an engine room.
signed here tosupport pumps, fans, compres-
sors, engines, motors, refrigeration equip-
ment, and thelike. 5,10 Example, Data Shoe[ 7

As a general rule, to be reinforced later in the Suppose an on-site total energy plant is con-
sidered for location on the top floor of an

section under vibration isolation, the engine- ol'flcb building. Suppose three 450-hp,• room structural-floor slab for an upper floor
' in a multi-floor building should not be less 1,80O-rpm reciproearing natural gas engines

than 6 inches thick for a gas turbine engine would be located in the engine room directly
used to drive a complelely rotary.action de- over a suite of private offices. Suppose a lyp-
vice, or less than 8 inches thick for a gas ical office is 10 feet x 15 feet x 8 feet and has
turbine engine used to drive n reciprocating- a carpet and drapes but no acoustic tile ceil-
action device, For a reciprocating engine ing, Because of the very criticallocation, sup-
drive, the structural floor slab should not be pose a Type 5 floor-ceiling is 17rst calculated
less than 10 inches thick. These'suggestions to determine the feasibility of this location•
are based on acoustic considerations only and
are not intended to represent structural re- Sample Data Sheet 7 indicates the steps to be

, quirements of the building, Even thicker floor taken in the calculation. Before Data Sheet ?
slabs will be slightly more beneficial acoustic- can be completed it is necessary to determine
ally. Where possible, tile engine assembly the engine room SPL from Data Sheets l and
should be located over principal or secondary 5. These sample calculations are not given
beamsin the flooring layout, here, but for an assumed engine room of di-

; mensions of 40 feet x 80 feet x 18 feet with a
In the upper frequency bands of Tables full 50% of all interior surfaces covered with
25-29, extremely high TL values (say, any- 2-inch acoustic absorption material, the fol-
thing above 60 or 65 dB) are indicated as pos- lowing engine room SPLs can be calculated:

:' : sible. In practice, these values cannot be
achieved without making a concentrated of- (a) The reverberant 8PL due to one en-
fort to stop all escape paths of airborne and ginc would be

: strueture-bornenoise. 87 91 91 90 90 8.0 83 76dB

:, (b) The close-in SPL due to one engine
5,9 Noise Reduction of would be

Floor-CeilingCombinations 90 94 94 93 93 92 86 79dB

Paragraph 5,5 discussed the conversion of (c) The reverberant 8PL due to three en-
transmission Joss of a wall into the noise re- gines would he
dnction era wall by use of tile "wallcorrec- 92 96 96 93 95 94 88 81dB
tion term," designated by the letter "C" in
Paragraph 5,5 and in Table 23, The same type Since the floor of concern is immediately un-
of correction must be applied to convert the tier the engines, the close-in 8PL of each sin-
TL of a floor-ceiling combination to its NR gle engine would normally apply, But in this

: value, This applies, of course, to the situation room, the reverberant SPL due to all three
: in whieh the engine room is immediately engines is slightly higher than the close-in 8PL

above or below an adjoining area of concern, of each engine, so the reverberant SPL far all
For identification purposes, the term is called three engines is used, i.e.,
"floor correction term" here, but it is repre-
sented by the same letter "C." It is also ob- 92 96 96 95 95 94 88 81dB
rained from Table 23, based on (1) room ab-
sorption; (2) total interior areal and (.3) cam- Suppose the Type 5 floor-ceiling consists era

28
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Daze Sheet 7 Sound Transmission (o Adjoining Room (paragraphs. fo Example/
Throggh Common Floor-Ceilin_

Sound Transmitting Room Sound ReceivingRoom

Engine Room Private Office

150
1, Area of Common Floor-Ceiling That TransmitsNoise; sq. ft.

700
2. Total Interior Surface Area of ReceivrngRoom (including floor): sq.ft.

-_ 3. Total Interior SurfaceArea Divided by Area of Common Floor.Ceiling:
(Item 3 = Item 2 ÷ Item 1) ]J.7

4. Area of AcousticTreatment In R_celv[ngRoom': 75 _.

5. Per cent Area of Receiving RoomOovereot3yAcoustl_Treatment
{Its1 S = 100 X Item 4 + Item 2)__ 11 %

6. Thlckncs_ofAbsorptlonMaterlah 3/4 in.-1 in.:[] 1-1/2 in.-2 in. I-I

7. Acoustic Treatment Condition of ReceivingRoom from Items5 and6, asDefined In Footnotesof Table 23:
Condition 1 D, Condition 2 _. C'Sndition3 El. Condition 4 i-I

8. Floor Correction Term "C" from Table23 for item 3 and Item 7 Conditions: -1; dD

Frequency Bandin HZ

B,l,,sl= oI BOO=fogoI=g )4,000) SOOO
S. Aporoxlmate Floor,Ceiling TyPe {from P_ragraph5.B of Text):

Type 1 I_ Type 2 [_ Type 3 [] Type 4 f-I Type 5 []:

10. Ap!orox[mate "TL" of Floor.CeilingType of item 9 for NearestApplicableDimensfons.from Tables25.2g
(InterooJata SetweenTL ValuesShown. If Desired,But Do Not ExceedTL ValuesShown in Right-Hand'Column
of Tables25-28):

11. Estimated "N R" of Floor.Ceiling in Equation NR = TL + C, UsingValuesof Items 8 and 10

_t (from 11 '= Item 10 + Item 8):
Caution: Obsamea_gebralcsignsIn combining Items(

12. EstimatedSPL in SoundTransmitting Room from DataSheet5 (Use Item ° ReverberantSPL for Floor.Ceiling
Above the Engineor Item 10 Close.inSPL for Floor UnderEnginol:

13. Eltimated SPL in ReeelvlngRoom {Item 13 = Item 12- Item 111

I z I I I I
*Add 5G% of floor oral to n_m 4, If recelvln_ room floor Is calpeted or if room has drapes or upholstered furniture, If this ls me only

ncausllc material ;n the room Croat it _$ Ilaving 3/4 in, thickness in Item 6 for delermlning Item 7 condibo_l,
2g



4-inch-thlck floating concrete slab supported seen that a rather special floor-ceiling combi-
resiliently 2 inches above a 10-ineh-thick nation is required to separate a fairly noisy
dense concrete structure floor slab, with a engine room from a fairly quiet private office.
30-inch air space to a I-l/2-inch-thick dense Even so, this particular Type 5 floor-ceiling
piaster ceiling supported resiliently below tile combination would represent only a marginal
slab. Tables 28 and 29 provide the TL esti- solution if the same engine room were direct.
mate for this combination, ly over a bedroom in an apartment btdlding

layout (and probably should not even be at-
Item 13 of sample Data Sheet 7 yields the tempted without extra acoustical assistance).
following estimated SPL values in the typical This raises tile question: Can an engine room
office immediately under an engine be located, say, on the top floor of an apart-

meat building.'?The answer to this question is
46 46 42 35 27 20 10 -3dB "yes"foranumberofsituationsand"no"for

These levels may be compared with the appli- a few situations. These are labeled "special
cable NC-30 to NC-35 criterion levels for a situations" here and are discussed briefly.
private office (Tables I and 2) as follows.

NC.30: 57 48 41 35 31 29 28 27dB A. ReciprocatingEngines:
NC.33:60 .52 45 40 36 3.4 33 32 dB

i. Primarily for vibration considera-
It is seen that the NC-3O criterion would be tions, reciprocating engines above
exceeded by I dB in only one frequency about 1,0O0 hp each or below about

, band, and the NC-35 criterion would be met 900 rpm should not be located oa an
in all frequency bands. This would probably upper floor of a building that will
be an acceptable solution, especially since the house occupants falling into Categor-
office ventilation system air supply would ies 1, 2 and 3 of Table l, without the
probably also produce some masking noise in aid of an acoustical consultant to as-
the NC-30 to NC-35 range, sure that certain special details are

met, Vibration isolation is discussed
5.11 Special Situations laterin the mancaL

In tile example shown in Paragraph 5.10 it is 2. Reciprocating engines above about

_._._._._j_i_3"%._._f._ _ -m,,n_--, 50 to 1(30 hp probably should not be
__'.'_i,:_'._! ".._,_![__:_-_._.,_ located direct/), above a Category 1
__&i_.'_{ !_:_'_t_ or 2 area of Table I, without the aid
__d_'_'_t_ _._2'£[_ of an acoustical consultant to check

_ @, , _ _;;L.:[_._.,,_. _ W.::_ for the required details.:_ _ _t_._-_ 3. Reciprocating engines below about
nodebpcachandaboveabout

I_L_2-g_. _'._' ._'_h IW=_'.A_z_ _'_z.,_ rpm can be located on an upper-level
engineroomfloor(will,propervihra-_&;liJ,&¶l'a¢_ _4_._._T_l lion isolation, as discussed in Section

I_,-I _*' ?..... I_',-'_._:' _ 8) provided the location is horizon-
I_t_L2 '.",.{4 A_. "ll_:.P_.-,-.,-_ .... tally removed from an NC-20 to

_ _'_LIE_!:_ ._, .,.:..: ::.:: NC-25 Category 1 or "area by at, f[ _mz..:_:: !_ ...... least 40 feet or two column lines of

_-.- _,q,... _ .... .-""" "'..,. '. : the building (whichever is tile greater
"_'_":'=:";':_'-:'"_"_ distance), or is horizontally removed

Refristratinn s),stem assembly is installedrigidlyon from an NC-25 to NC-30 Category I
massive concrete inertiablock. Evenwhen thereis no or 2 area by at least 20 feet or one
nearby aeousticalb/critical area. this type of mount- column line (whichever is tile great-bag will reducevibration of system componentsand
piping, floor slaband buildingstructure itself.(Photo. or). These generalizations apply to a
graph is courteo, of CaterpillarTractor Campany.I critical area on tile floor below or be-
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side the engine room, and there must 2. In terms of noise considerations
be at least one good full-height wall alone, a turbine engine rated above
(having a TL of greater than 25 dB in about 500 kw probably will either re-
the 250, 500 and 1,000 Hz frequency quire a Type 4 or Type 5 enclosure
bands) between the critical area and (as described briefly in the footnotes
tile engine room its addition to the of Table 6) or horizontal separation,
wails and floors that enclose the an- such as discussed above in Item 3 for
gine room, This second wall must be reciprocating engines, if an NC-20 to
located at least 10 feet beyond the NC-30 critical area is located near the
enclosing wall of the engine room, engine room in an upper floor of a
preferably as much as 20 to 30 feet, building. In addition, of course, prop-
if the building layout permits. These er vibration isolation and airborne
same suggestions may also be applied sound control for the areas immedi-
to a critical area located on the floor ately surrounding the engine room
above an engine room floor but the should be provided, in accordance
horizontal separation distances can with Data Sheets 6 and 7, as appliea-
be relaxed slightly (if necessary), if ble.
all piping associated with the engine
assembly are well isolated in and near These special situations will become apparent
the engine room. when calculation of Data Sheet 6 or 7 reveals

that a particular high-TL wall or floor-ceiling
4, Reciprocating engines of any size and cannot produce low enough noise levels in the

speed can be located in a basement or adjoining space to meet the noise criterion de-
on-grade position of any building as sired for that space. In effect, the need for
long as proper vibration isolation and horizontal separation, as discussed in the
suitable airborne noise control are "speeial situations"above, is evidence of need
provided. If a critical Category I or 2 for "double-wall construction" in order to at-
area is located on the floor above the lain a high TL value. The recommendation of
engine room floor, the horizontal a second wall at least 10 feet horizontally
separations d_cussed above are ad- from the engine room wall would meet the
vised. "double-wall" requirement. There are more

5. There need be no horizontal separa- sophisticated double-wall structures that do
lion between the engine room and _ __t_,_"_

any critical area that is two floors. I._k.aL..'_,_ _-;._:I_,,'_1__,3:_r7._ a'''-_'_ [_
above or below the engine room I '7"-'1 _._ F._.S_'--2"_"_
floor, so long as proper vibration iso- ¢_ [] : I _;_i_,_"._.,,!_i:_¢'_r--_""'_
lotion and adequate airbornenoise gl _ _.'::J.;-i" L}"_ [,'_-I

controlare providedfor the engine. _ _,.._l._,._._,l__Eg_,i

B. Turbine Engines: ';_'_"--'_ g.hi_v_"_:_ _t.:._

1. In teems of vibration considerations _'_''_ " _'_)_j]" "_',". -
alone, there appears to be no size lira- L__

it for a turbine engine located on an __.. -_, ,."r._,_,:, _,_upper floor of a multi-floor building ff,_...-.,,,3..t._52,_.:.,,, : ,, ,,
that houses occupants in Categories ___

1, 2 and 3 of Table 1, provided the [_._._._.:_,,_._:._.:.:.<,r:.._.:L..;.y.F.. _ ,:; ..._

engine drives entirely rotary-action ____.,_._,_._:_.,,:_:,;:_.--.uh:L_' :.'-,.:=.:-"-_,: -devices (no reciprocating-action de- _._.'._:_-._'._._. _ S,':_; ..:g'_q-'_L:." _ :"
vices) and provided the engine assem-
bly is properly vibration isolated. As Solar gas turbine generator sets produce power and

exhaust heat for chemical plant. Exhaust is dueted
a practical matter, the scope of this out of room. Operators have glass-walled control
raanual limits the size to about 5,000 room to reduce noise. (Photograph is courtesy, of
kw. Solar Division, International Ilarvester Company.I
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not require tile l0 fool separation but they or ear plugs. To overcome this possibility, a
become rather complex structures and require small control room or engineer's office should
special detailing and special attention during be provided beside the engine room, Operat-
construction, If the building layout can ac- ing personnel should use the control room
commodate the 10-foot horizonta]separation except when required to be in the engine
of wails (on tbe same or immediately adjoin- room,
ing floors), no special wall details would be
required (other than that the second wall be _f Detailed analyses of allowable time intervals
such construction as to provide a TL of at in engine rooms v,,ithout the use of ear pro-
least 25 dB in the three frequency bands lectors have been worked out in tile manual
listed above-see Tables 13-22 for possibili- identified under Footnote I at the beginning
ties), of Section 3. Tile details are too lengthy to

repeat here, but it would be a fair summary to
5.12 Engine Room Precautions state that operators should wear ear pro-

tectors inside an engine room witb reciprogat-
Although there may be no obligation to con- tag engines every time they are likely to re-
sider the following factors in designing an en- main in the engine room for more than l0
gine room, there is a growing concern for the minutes at a time. For intervals of less than
we/l-being of operating personnel and for 10 minutes, separated by at least 30-minute
operational efficiency. Two points are men- periods in a mucb quieter environment, ear
tinned here regarding engine room occupancy protectors probably need not be worn. Prob-
by personnel, ably, ear protectors should he worn for all

time intervals in an engine room containing
First, conversation in the engine room is turbine engines. To arrive at more speeificre-
usually quite difficult. For this reason, audio comntendations, tire reader should know the
communication should not be encouraged: do actual engine room SPLs and check them
not install a loud bell to call the operator (use against tbe latest data of the "CHABA" com-
a flashing light instead) and do not install a mittee 4.
telephone in the engine room (install the tele-
phone in the control room).

4"|lazatdout Exposure to Itnerminenl and Steady-Slate
Second, engine room noise levels are guffi- Nail:,"NationalAcademyof Scienceand NationalResearch
eiently blgil that an operator should not be Council, Committee on Hearing, Bioa¢outtics and gtomech.

antes ('*CliABA"). Januan, 1965. (Abe published in Ihe
required or expected to remain in the engine do_rnMoftheAtouxtical$o¢1¢1),ofAmoqca,Vol,39,No. 3,
room during long periods without ear muff_ pp451.464,Match1966.)

.................... .. ............-_. _._ _. ._ , ,..._

/

Control room beside gas turbine total energyinstallation.Double.glass Ear protection is recommended for
viewingwindows and interconnectingdoor throughseparatealcove re- personnelexposedto high levelsinengine
ducenoise levelsin control room, Installationprovidesheat, powerand room. (Pholograph ix courtesy of
refrigerationfor largemodern office building.(Photograph iz ¢oarteO, Northern lllinoi_ Gax Company.)
of Northern Illinois Gax Company.)
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Section 6
CONTROL OF AIRBORNE SOUND OUT-OF-DOORS

Section .5 wasconcerned mostly with the dis- upon to give a permanent benefit to a noise
trihution and control of engine casing noise problem• Hence, in this manual, average
wittdn the building served by the engine. In sound propagation conditions are assumed.
Section 6, primary concern is for the distribu-

tion and control of that portion of the engine 6.2 Example, Data Sheet 8noise that is radiated out-of-doors and that
might be heard by tile neighbors. The term
"neighbor" is used here to designate the near- As an example of the use of Table 30, sup-
est person or property in a given direction to pose it is desired to determine tile SPL at a
be protected against excessive noise from the distance of 1,600 feet from the reciprocating
engine. The neighbor may be a nearby resi- engine unmuffled exhaust noise of ExampIe

:_ dent or a nearby building or, in some cases, 3.4, as shown by Item 7 of sample Data Sheet
i part of one's own buiIdlng or its occupants. 2 for that example, assuming that the noise
! radiates uniformly in all directions from tile
' exhaust pi_e opening.
! 6.1 Sound Pressure Level Out-of-Doors

': Sample Data Sheet 8 indicates the steps to be !
When a sound source is free to radiate out-of- taken for obtaining the outdoor SPL at the i
doors, the sound usually travels out in all di- 1,600-foot distance. ',

,'; rections and becomes less intense at increasing
' distances from tile source. For an "omni-
'_ directional" or "non-directional" sound 6.3 Noise Reduction
!' source (i.e., it radiates equally in all diree- Provided by a Building

tions), tile outdoor SPL at any distance, "'D",
from a source. PWL, is given by tile relation- An intruding noise coming from an outdoor
ship: noisesourcemay beheardbyaneighborwho

is either indoors in his own building or out-
SPL=PB,L-IOIog(21rD_J+IO-aD/IO00 doors on his property. If he is outdoors he

may judge the intruding noise against the
where a is the loss per 1,0O0 feet due to more-or-less steady background noise due to
"molecular absorption" of sound in tile air. other noises in the area. If he is indoors, he
For the manual, tile latter terms of this equa- may tend to judge the noise by whether it is
lion have been combined into one term, audible or identifiable or intrusive into his
called an "outdoor distance term," such that surroundings, If tile noise, when heard in-

doors in the neigilboring building, can be t
SPL =PWL - Outdoor Distance Term made to be no greater than tile criterion levels

of Table 2 for the Table 1 activity areas, it is
The "outdoor distance term" has been ealeu- quite likely that there will be no complaint
lated and summarized in Table 30 for a range against the noise.
of distances from 10 feet to 7,200 feet. This
assumes average atmospheric conditions and When outdoor noise passes into a building, it
no sound barrier or obstruction between the suffers some noise reduction, even if tile
source and the receiver. Weather conditions building has open windows. The actual
can influence sound transmission, particularly amount of noise reduction (NR) depends on
at the large distances, but usually tlle weather building construction, orientation, wall area,
is sufficiently variable that it cannot be relied window area, open window area, interior ac-
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Data Shc_t 8 fParagraph6.2 Exarn/_/e)

Estimated Outdoor Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
Due to an Outdoor Sound Source PWL

f. Distanceto NorseSource: 1 _600 ft.

i' I Frequen=yBand in HZ

2. Tozol PWLof At10utdoar Noise Sourcesat SourcePositron:

,I

: ; 3. Outdoor DI=tanceTermfrom Table 30 for Item 1 Distance:

4. Approxfm0t(_ Outdoor SpL at Distane_ of Item 1 : (item 4 = Item 2(+_tem 3 I

Caution: Obsarvo algebraic srgns (n combfn/ng [temsf
_J

,, .%

.:ii
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. ousfic absorption, etc, For practical purposes, The barrier loses effectiveness at very large
i] however, the average NR values of Table 31 distances because sound that passes over tile
i : can be used in the manual, top of tile barrier may be bent back down to

the ground by wind and .temperature grad-
To estimate the indoor $PL era noise coming tents, If D is greater than I mile, the attenua-
inside the building from outdoors, it is merely tion values used should be only about one-
necessary to reduce the outdoor SPL by tile half tile values given in Table 32. This is
amount of NR found in Table 31 for the ap- usually not a very important factor in a prob-

If propriate wall and window condition. If the lem, however, because at a one-mile distance,i
i_ bufldhlg has no windows at all, an approxi- the noise has become so reduced by tile dis- !

mate NR value can be estimated for the wall tance effect that the loss of effectiveness of
from tile TL values of Tables 13-22. When the tile barri.eris hardly noticed.
indoor SPL is estimated, it can be compared
with the noise criterion levelsofTables I and If a barrier wall is to be built or used as a

, 2 considered appropriate for the situation. If noise control device, the TL of the wall (or i
tile indoor SPL is equal to or less than the building) should exceed by at least 10 dB in
criterion levels, there will generally be no all frequency bands the excess attenuation to )
noise problem. If the indoor SPL exceeds the be expected from tile wall. )
criterion levels by more than a few decibels in
one or more of the frequency bands, there If the harrier is a large "thick" building, the
may be a problem if no further noise redue- distance R should be taken from Point A to
tion is applied, the near wall of the building, and the height H

should be the height of the building at tlmt
near wail. There should be no large openings

6.4 Noise Reduction entirely through tile building that would de-
Provided by a Solid Barrier stroy tile effectiveness of the building as a

barrier. A few small open windows in the near
A solid wall, a building, a large mound of and far walls would probably bc acceptable,
earth, a hill or some other type of solid struc-
ture, if large enough, can serve as a partial provided the interior rooms are large,

barrier to sound and can provide some noise It should be noted that a large reflecting sur-
: reduction for a receiver located within tile face, such as the barrier wall, may reflect

: "shadow" produced by the barrier, more sound in the opposite direction than
there would have been with no wall at all

Table 32 shows the important dimensions present. Ifthere is no special foeussingeffect,
that influence the amount of noise reduction tile wall may produce about 2 or 3 dB higher
provided by a barrier. For a barrier• to be ef- levels in tile direction of the reflected sound.
fective, it should extend as far as possible
beyond the line-of-sight between any part of
the noise source and any part of the receiver 6.S Noise Reduction
in botil the vertical and hori:ontal directions. Provided by Dense Woods
This distance beyond the line-of-sight is re-
presented by "H"in tile simple sketch inelud- Heavy dense growths of woods provide a
ed with Table 32. small amount of sound attenuation. To be ef-

fective both winter and summer, there should
Also there must be no nearby large reflecting be a reasonable mixture of both deciduous
surfaces that can reflect sound around tile and evergreen trees. Also the ground cover
barrier into tile shadow zone. The distance D should be sufficiently dense that sound can-
in the sketch of Table 32 must be large com- not pass through the lower, less dense parts of
pared to the distance R and height (or width) tile tree growth. For dense woods of several .
H. The attenuation values given in Table 32 hundred feet depth, the sound may pass over
will apply equally for the two conditions: (i) the tops of the trees, in which case the often- !
sound source at Point A and receiver at Point uation through the trees should never be con- i
B, or (2) sound source at Point B and receiver sidered greater than the excess attenuation
at Point A. over the trees, as determined from the ap-
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plieation of Table 32, treating the woods ns Table 34), noise levels are higher than if this
though it were a solid barrier, were a non-directional undueted source free

to radiate equally in all directions. At posi-
"Fable 33 gives the approximate noise reduo- tions to the side (90* and 135'), the noise
lion through dense woods, where dense levels are lower than if this were a non-
woods are taken as having an average"visibil- directional source. This el'feet is quite pro-
ity penetration" of about 70 to 100 feet. Oc- nouneed for large openings and tapers off to a
casional trees and hedges give no significant negligible effect for small openings, where the
attenuation. "Visibility penetration" is the duct size is not very large compared to tile
average maximum distance in the woods at wavelength of the sound•
which some small portions of a large (3-ft
square) white cloth still can be seen. Foot* Field tests have shown that the same general
notes in Table 33 pertain to reduced noise effect holds for a large air intake opetling that
reduction rates for less dense and for shorter emits noise, with the exception that tile effect
growths of trees, at 90 ° and 135" is slightly greater, as shown

by the footnote in Table 34.

6.6 Directivity Effect If the inlet or exhaust duct is oriented hurl-
era Stack Opening zontally and does not lbrm a vertical stack,

the general dlrectieity effect of Table 34 can
If noise is emitted to the outdoors from the still be assumed, always measuring the _angle
open end era large duct, there would be more from the axis of the opening, provided there
noise directly in front of the duet opening are no nearby structures than can reflect
than there would be at the side of the duct. higher sound levels into the shadow zone of
Table 34 gives some values to this "direetivity the 90* and 135" regions.
effect" of a large dueled opening, assuming in

this case it applies to the hot, high speed gases Field data upon which Table 34 is based are i
and noise emitted by the vertical exhaust quite sketchy and not very definitive, Thus, _'
stack of a large turbine engine. At positions the actual direetivity effects seem to be quite : :
directly in line with the stack opening (0° in variable depending upon the geometrical var-

iables of the several stacks tested, Some effect

I . ,_. is known to exist, however, and reasonable
:,..... _- averages are offered in Table 34.

_" Note that these data are based on verticalr
stacks that project at least 10 to 20 feet or
more above other portions of the building and
usually 20 to 40 feet above tile ground, If

such a stack oow is considered as lyJn_ hori-

zontally along the ground, the ground and
any projections or structures on tile ground in
front of the stack opening can distort the di-

• reetivity effect considerably.

If a large duct opening is located in tile side

wall of a large building, the building itself
serves as a barrier that enhances the direc-
tivity effect. Less noise will be radiated in a
direction of 180" from the axis of tile duct,
but all the geometric factors make it difficult
to give genera/rules on "bow much less." The
values will fall somewhere between those of

Air inlet filter (with Iouvercd face) and exhaust Tables 32 and 34, but this requires some
mufflerfor tar_ereciprocatingengine. (Photographis judgement in lhe use of Table 32 for such a
courtesy o[Dieseland Gas TurbineProgress.) situation.
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6.7 Noise Reducflon should be located as close as possible to the
Provided by "Reactive Mufflers" engine in order to avoid exhaust pipe resonan-

ces flint coincide with engine firing rates. This
"Reactive mufflers" are used almost entirely is not always possible or practical; but it is
for gas and diesel reciprocating engine ex- well to know that if such a resonance should
hausts. Reactive mufflers usually consist of occur and the pipe vibrates strongly or the
two or three large-volume chambers contain- muffler seems to be ineffective, it may be pos-
ing an internal labyrinth-like arrangement of sible to eliminate or reduce tile pipe rosen-
baffles, compartments and perforated or ance by changing the pipe length 5 to 8 feet in
slotted tubes, Sonfetimes also called "snub- between the engine and the muffler. For given
bers," these mufflers smooth out the flow of engine configurations, some critical pipe
impulsive-type exhaust discharge and, by the lengths can be calculated but there is no assur-
arrangement of the internal components, at- once that resonance will or will not occur for
tempt to reflect some sound energy back to- those lengths, so the calculations are not in-
ward the source. These mufflers usually have eluded here.
no acoustic absorption material, although
some manufacturers produce some models
that contain an inside lining of high- 6.8 Noise Reduction
temperature material• Many manufacturers Provided by "Dissipative Mufflers"
produce a low-pressure.drop and a high-
pressure-drop line of mufflers, and each line "Dissipative mufflers" are made up of various

arrangements of acoustically absorbent ran-comes in three different classes of noige re-
duefion. The low-pressure-drop line is adver- lerial that actually absorbs somld energy from
tised largely for turbocharged engines, but lhe tile moving air or exhaust slream,
higil-pressure-drop line can also be used with
turbocharged engines, if the engine manufac- Dissipative mufflers are used in tile air intake
lurer approves the general exhaust layout, and gas exhaust of turbine engines. The most
"rite high-pressure-drop line provides greater popular configuration is an array of "parallel
noise reduction. Typically, the three different I_I_... - _]_._._:'I_
classes of noise reduction are indicated by
labels that somewhat relate to the degree of
criticalness of the potential noise problem,
such as "commercial," "standard," and "resi-
dential," and "industrial," and "semi-critical,"
and "critical," or similar series of names and
models•

Table 35 gwes approximate noise reduction

low- and high-pressure-drop lines. The three _,.,._. ,
classes are identified here by relative size: ._' '
small, medium and large. The small size has _- | I[ _ __..,._..,,._
the lowest noise reduction; the large size has
the highest noise reduction,

The engine manufacturer may recommend a
maximum length and minimum diameter ex-
haust pipe for his engine, as these influence

tile back pressure applied to tile engine ex- Twin set of gas turbine engines used to generate
house. Exhaust pipe layout and location of electrical power, Air intake to enginesenters large
the muffler also influence the noise reduction muffled ducts at each side of enginehousing(neareSt
provided by tile n:mffler, air inlet duct shown with open accessdoor in fot_-

ground.) Engineexhaustgases andnoisepassthrough
vertical mufflers in this outdoor Installation.(Photo.

Muffler manufacturers stress that the muffler graph is courtesy el"Dieseland Gas TurbineProgresJ,I
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r
baffles" placed in the airstream. The baffles engine exhausts, the noise reduction require-
may range from 2 inches to 16 inches thick, meat will probably be set by one of the low
filled with glass fiber or mineral wool of such frequency bands,
type as to stand up under the operating tem-
perature (possibly 900* to 1,200*F in engine In some critical installations it has been found
exhausts), with adequate internal construe- that high flow speed through the muffler can
tion and surface protection to resist the des- produce noticeable "self:noise°' that is itselfa

• truction and erosionby I|igh-speed, turbulent cause of concern. There is no exact schedule
flow, These baffles have been proved with of air speed vs self-noise, but it has been
many years' use in jet engine test cells, An found that a flow speed of about 175 to 200
experienced reputable manufacturer should feet per second is probably acceptable foron-
be selected for these mufflers in order to in- gines located in fairly noisy commercial orin-
sure proper quality of materials, design and dustrial areas and of about 125 to 150 feet
workmanship and ultimately long-life and per second probably acceptable for engines
durability of theinstallation, located in or near quiet residential areas,

Remember that, at engine exhaust tempera-
Where large amounts of attenuation are re- tures, hot exhaust gas is of much lower den-
qulred in relatively short dimensions, it is nee- sity and has a higher total volume flow than
essary to install baffles at relatively close the cool alrintake into the engine.
spacing, such that tile total open area for air
flow may be 30% to 70% of the total cross-
section area of the stack or opening; This, in
turn, produces pressuredrop in the flow, so it 6.9 ExatnpleoData Sheet 9
is necessary to reach a compromise of cost,
area, length and pressure drop in the final The various noise reduction components dis-
choice of muffler arrangement, cussedbriefly under Paragraphs 6.3-6,8 canbe

summarized by use of an example and Data
Sheet 9.

In general, thin parallel baffles (2 inches to 4

inches thick) are more effective in the higher Suppose the example of Paragraph 6,2 is con-
frequencies, and thick parallel baffles (8 tinuedhere, Tbeunmuffled exhaust noissofa
inches to 16 inches thick) are more effective 200-hp turbochargnd reciprocating enginewas
in the lower frequencies, Unfortunately there found to produce an outdoor SPL at 1,600

' arc no baffles that are highly effective at very feet distance of:
low frequencies, although it is known that
large amounts of low frequency attenuation 339 6.5 61 .52 47 38 20 2dB
require small percentageopen areas of muf-

tiers (such as 30% to 40%), These values become Item 1 of sample Data
Sheet 9. Suppose the neighboring building at

The field of muffler design and construction 1,600 feet distance is a suburban residence
is so specialized that an architect or mechan- having normally open windows• There is no
ical engineer should not undertake the design major obstacle between the engine and the
of these mufflers. Instead, it is suggested that residence that is large enough to serve as a
noise reduction requirements for muffler ap- useful sound barrier, but there is a 2O0-foot-
plication be worked out by use of the manual wide densely wooded area separating the an-
and in conjunction with the turbine engine gine from the residential area. The exhaust
manufacturer, and then be specified to the pipe opening is too small to have any signifi-
engine installer, contractor or muffler manu- cant direativity effect. Items 2-7 of Data
facturer. Tables 36 and 37 give the approxi- Sheet 9 summarize the effects of these noise
mate noise reduction provided by soma typ- reduction contributions. The tentative indoor
ical parallel-bafflemuffim's, SPLof Item 7 is as follows:

For air intakes into gas turbine engines, the 49 333 47 36 "28 16 -4 -24dB
noise reduction requirement may be set by
any one of the frequency bands; for turbine 'l_s can be aompared with the desired NC-20
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Data Sheet 9 IParaqJraphE9 Example)

Esttrn_tcd Indoor SPL at Ne}shboring ioua¢ion,
Including All Noise Reduclla. Contributions

• Nolte SourceComldored in This Data Sheet: F.xhaus_ of 20O-hp ]_ecJp, _g_.ne

I Frequoncy.BondIn Hz i. ,,,i,_ols_l,,_ ,,_1,,ooo 8,_o
1. Outdoor °PL _t N_lghboringLocationfor No NoiseReductionContributions (from item 4 of Data Sheet81:

2. Noise Reduction from Outdoors to Indoors Providedby NeighborBuilding, fromTabM31:

3. Noise Reduction Providedby Sound Sorrier from Table 32:

I ° °1 °1 ° ° ° ° °
4. NoIsoRed_ction Providedby Woods,from T_ble 33:

5. Tontatlv_ Indoor °PL to This Point [)tem 5 ==Item _ - Item 2 - Ir0m 3 - Item 4):

6. Directivtty Effect of Su3ckOponing, If Applicable, from Tablo 34:

Iol D o1 ol o o o o
"1.Tentatlvo Indoor SPL to Thll Point [llem 7 = Item S + Item 61

Caution: Observealffebr=lcilgn=in combiningItomsl

r
8. AoDroxlmeta NoiseReduction of Muffler P_nned for Usewith NoiseSource If Applicable, from Tables35.37 or |

from Muffler DataSuppliedby M_nuf=r_rer:

t
8. Estimated Indoor SPL at N_l[_hbotlngLocation,Due to This Nolr_ Sourc_ (Item 8 = item 7 - Item BI

_1_1 3_1_ I _1 _ I -_ I -_
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criterion for the residence, from Tables I and 6.10 Noise Control for an Outdoor Engine
2:

If it is expected that an engine is to be located
NC-20: 50 40 33 26 22 19 17 16 dB out-of-doors withno engine roomer acoustic

enclosure, the SPL of the engine casing noise
This comparison shows that the tentative in- at the desired distance should be determined
door SPL exceeds the NC-20 criterion by the with the use of Data Sheet 8 and appropriate
followingamounts: tables of data. Then, with tbe use of Data

Sheet 9, the indoor SPL values at the nearest
- 13 14 10 6 - - dB neighbor of interest can be determined. These

SPL values should then be compared with the
These excesses could be met by the use of a appropriate indoor noise criterion levels for
reactive muffler (Table 35) for the engine ex- that neighbor. For a nearby residential neigh-
baust. A small-sized, low pressure-drop muf- bet in a quiet community situation, the an-
tier, having the following approximate noise gine noise might be found to be 10-30 dB too
reduction high for neighbor acceptance. Such a situation

would clearly require that the angina be
:: 10 13 23 11 10 9 8 8dB housed inside an enghw room. As a rule-of-

thumb, the TL of the walls of such an engine
: would be considered adequate to meet the re- room should be at least 1.5 dB greater in all

_ quirement even though it is shy by I' dB in frequency bands than the noise excess found
the 250 Hz hand, provided this is the only for the outdoor engine, and the TL of the
noise source to be considered. If there were roof of the engine room should be at least 6
several noise sources present, their total effect dB greater in all frequency bands than tile
on the residence should be considered. And noise excess found for the outdoor engine.
it might be necessary to use a larger muffler
with greater noise reduction• These required TL values would apply if there

is no acoustic absorption material inside the
For a gas turbine engine, the amount by engine room. These wall and roof TLs can be
which the tentative indoor SPL of Item 7 of reduced 3, 6, or 9 dB for acoustic absorption

_ _ Data Sheet 9 exceeds the desired noise trite- inside the engine room that meets condition
don for that indoor area would give the noise 2, 3 or 4, respectively, in the footnotes of
reduction requirement for a muffler for either Table 23. Doors and windows (if the latter are
the air intake or gas exhaust of tile engine, necessary) should be compatible with the
This requirement would then be specified to walls in terms of noise reduction (see Pal'a-
the engine installer or muffler supplier. A very graph 5.7).
rough idea of the muffler size might be ob-
tained b:,' checking the requirement with the If an engine is expected to be enclosed in
muffler examples given in Tables 36 and 37. some type of lightweight weatlrer enclosure,

the Same type of calculation as outlined above

In using Data Sheet 9, it is cautioned that if should ill'st be carried out. If the lightweight
the noise reduction provided by a muffler was enclosure does not meet the TL requirement,
included in estimating the PWL of tile noise the construction should be improved so that
source (as in Data Sheet 2, 3 or 4), then the it will meet the TL requirement.
noise reduction of that same muffler cannot

be used again in Item 8 of Data Sheet 9. 6.11 Noise Escape from an Opening
Although one may try to minimize the escape

If a very unusual amount of noise reduction is of noise from a room, there are times when
required or if it appears that conventional the noise will escape, and, at those times, it
muffling devices cannot meet the re- may be necessary to know the amount of es-
quiremant, re-check all calculations very care- caping noise. An example of such a situation
fully and, if necessary, obtain tile assistance is the ventilation ducts that serve an engine
of the muffler company engineer or of an ae- room. In order to allow air movement
nustical consultant, through the room, the ducts may be open to
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the outside, and noise would escapethrough he treated as a noise source that radiatesto a
the openducts unlesssuitable muffling is pro- neighbor, using Data Sheets8 and 9 as oppli-
vided, cable.

The power love7of sound that passesthrough There is an important caution to be Jntro-
an opening into or out of a room is approxi- dueed at tltis point. In a smoti room with little
mately or no acoustic absorption, the reverberant

SPLs are quite high. For a large area duct or
PWi" (in dB re l O"t2 watts) opening to the outside, it is possible to ealcu-
= £PL + 10 log A - 10 late a PWL of escaping noise that is actually

larger than tire PWL of the noise source inside
where SPL is the sound pressure level in the the room in the first place. Of course, this is a
room at or near file opening and A is the fallacy of the calculations and cannot really
cross-section area in square Feet of the open- exist. Therefore, when calculating the PWL of
ing. A new term "Area Factor"("AF") is de- escaping noise through art opening, check
fined as follows: back to the original PWL of the engine or

noise source in the room to be certain that
AF = 10 log A - l 0. the PWL of the escaping noise is never g_'eater

than the PWL of the basic nois_ source inside
Then, the room.

.PIV.L= SPL + AF Excess noise escaping through holes, ducts,
open windowsor ventilation ports canbest be

Table 38 gives a range of values of AF Fora controlled with the use of a muffler in the
representative group of areas, opening. Table 39 gives the approximate noise

reduction of typical "packaged duct tour-
If an engine room lies a large opening to the tiers" supplied by several acoustic products
outside to provide ventilation air to the on- manufacturers. These mufflers may also be
ainu, the PWL of the noise escape through used in air-intake openings for turbine en-
that opening should be determined, The SPL gJnes, if the air speed does not exceed the
is taken as the engine room SPL, and the AF upper limits suggested by the muffler menu-
term is found from Table 38 for the area of facturer. In Fact, so that air flow noise itself is
the opening. Tile restdting PWL should then not excessive, the air speed through the muf-

f I " ; '

VerticalexhaustsilencerisusedonSolargasturbineengine

to reducenoise radiatedfrom this natural,gaspumpingsIatioffto the neighbors.(Photograph iseourtes) o[Bolar Divislonof
Inmmational IlarvesterCompany.)
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tier passages probably should not exceed engine noise levels that arcmore than about 5
about 4,000 ft/min, to l0 dB above the nighttime ambient noise

lewis. If the outdoor enginenoise is above
Noise escape through ducted openings can this amount, additional noise control should
also be controlled by duct lining. This is not be included until the en,_nenoise levelsequal
discussedin detail here, sinceduet treatments or are only slightly aboveoutdoor ambJentsal

! can be referred to in the "ASHRAE Guide the neighboringlocation.
and Data Book" (see Footnote 2 under Para-

_'agh4,2 of tho manual). 6.] 3 Noise Codesand Ordinances

6.12 Caution on Outdoor En,gineNoise A major objective of this manual is to provide
tile guidance necessary to achieve a suffi-

In Paragraph 5.3, it was stated: "if the noise, eientiy quiet engine instal]oUchso Ihat neigh-
when heard indoors in the neighbor building, bors will not complain of the noise, if this
can be made to be no greater than the c_te. objective is met, there may be no reason to ;
rico levels of Table 2 for the Table ) activity invoke a noise ordinance against such an in-
areas, it is quite likely that there will be no stallation. Nevertheless, where local codes or
complaint against the noise," Thisis generally ordinances exist, it is desirable to check the
true, but it is also important to realize that expected noise levels of the engine instal]a-

• neighbors who value their outdoor surround- rich, including all the noise control designs, to
] j ings may not tolerate very muc)i outdoor determine if they conform to the code re-

audible noise even if it is essentially inaudible quirements. Jf addilional noise reduction is
when heard indoors. For such situations it shown to be necessary, determine lhe addi-
would be well to compare the outdoornoise tiona] treatments that must be incorporated
made by the engine wlth the ambient or back- into the total design. Dale Sheet 8 may be
Bound noise for the area, If actual measured used to determine the outdoor noise levels at
noise levels cannot be made, an approximate any specified distance from the tolal noise
estimate of outdoor,nighttime background source, and, where applicable, the noise re-
noise for any area can be determined from a duction steps of Items 3, 4, 6 and 8 of Data
table and set of curves given in the latest Sheet g and other treatments can be used to
"ASHRAE Guide and Data Book" in the , estimate the ultimate noise levcts to be ex-
chapter on noise control, In genera6 critical peered at the point specified by the ordi-

,_ neighbors would not willingly accept outdoor nonce.

!

' i_ga

; ArranBe_neat of_lufflers coetto| ellgi_¢ exhaust no_S¢ for

bank of onsJn_-d_vca contplessors at this gas [fansnl JssJon/_t_

cornpresser_tattoa,(PhotoMeptzlz coarte_y o[ Y_Frer_zl
_i/encer Corpo_tion.,I
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When numerical values are assignedto noise
criteria, FWI.s, flPLs) TLs, NRs, etc., this
raises the question of accuracy of data and
possible tolerances on the solutions. Each es-
timate may involve an accuracy of 2 or 3 dB,
and the cumulative effect of several estimates
could produce an over-design or an under-
design of a few decibels, The results, however,
have been based on many measurements and
many experiences with engine noise sources

I and noise control problems. It is believed thatthe methods and procedures given in the
_/ manual will produce reliable and workable ac-
' oustic solutions to most engine installations.

In general, the noise estimation procedure
used in this manual will tend to over-estimate
the noise of an "average" engine by about 2
or 3 dB, in order to protect the designs
against many of the engines that are just
slightly noisier than "average." It is believed
that this degree of over-estimation will yield
noise control 'designs that will encompass

Section 7 about 85% to 95% of all diesel and gas reci-
procating engines and about 75% to 90% of
all gas turbine engines, The remaining recipro-

i_, TOLERANCES ON eating engines may fall as high as 2 or 3 dB
AIRBORNE SOUND above this "design group" (possibly higher for

_ PRESSURE LEVEL ESTIMATES turbocharger air-intake noise, which is usually
not a major problem, however), and a few of

__ the remaining gas turbine engines may fall as
"' high as 5 to l0 dB abovethis design group.

_,' Acoustic designs arc rated here in four classes
as to their relative ability to meet calculated

..:._ needs, These four classes are described as fol-

lows:

!; I. A design may be rated preferred if itequals or surpasses the noise requirements
of the analysis in all frequency bands.

2. A design may be considered acceptable if

: it produces no more than the following
:, noise excesses above the design goah

4 dB in the 63 and 125 Hz band,
' 3 dB in the 250 Hz band. or

2 dB in all higher frequency bands,

3. A design should be considered marginalif •
it produces the following noise excesses
above the design goal:

5-7 dB in the 63 and 125 Ha band,
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4-6 dB in the 250 Hz hand, or able to try some compromise decisions in pur-
3-5 dB in all higher frequency hands, suit of an acceptable solution. (It is cautioned

that thi._ may not result in the least expensive
4. A design should be considered unaeeept- total solution, however.) On the other Iland,

able if it produces any higher noise ex- if the client does not wish to be bothered
cesses than those listed immediately with attempts at intermediate soZutions, then
above in the "marginal" category, the conservative appro'ach should he followed.

If a compromise solution is carried out, there
The above ratings and tolerances take into an- is the possibility that additional noise control
counl the general accuracy of data fed into may he needed later; however, if no corn-
the analysis as well as the "'average" reaction• plaint arises from the compromise decision,
of people to noise, possibly a less expensive solution will have

been reaebcd.
A basic philosophy on two points is offered.
First, if a design involves a permanent struc- It is pointed out here, in addition to being
turn. such as a building wail or floor, that is mentioned in Paragraph 5.3, that when several
not easily modified after construction, use a noise sources are present, their total noise
conservative approach and avoid relaxing the must he considered in any complete evalua-
design decisions. On the other hand, ifa de- lion, If just three noise sources, say, the
sign involves a portable or replaceable item, casing, inlet and exhaust of a turbine engine,
such as a muffler or a movable partition, that were dach controlled to yield alone an NC-25
can he modified or corrected laterifnccessary at a critical neighboring location, the total !
at relatively small extra cost, then, if desired, noise of those three sources might equal an !

design compromises might be made. Second, NC-30 condition. Thus, when multiple
if the client, customer or building owner is sources or paths of noise are present, allow i
willing to support a step-by-step noise eeduc- adequate excess noise control to assure that
tion program in an attempt to "get-by" witb the final total still meets the desired criterion
the least expensive design, it might be justifi- goal.
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Section 8
VIBRATIONISOLATIONOFRECIPROCATINGENGINES

In thissection,vibrationisolationof reclpro- caringenginethatcan be installedatanon-
eating engines isdiscussedfor two general Inca- grade location.
tions: (1) on an on-grade slab, such as in a
basement or ground floor location, and (2) on It is conventional practice, in the installation
an upper-floor of a multi-floor building. All of large gas or diesel reciprocating engines, to
suggestions given here arc based on acoustical install the engine assembly directly and se-
considerations only; these are not intended to curely onto a large concrete inertia block hay-
represent structural design requirements, ing a weight of about 2 to 5 times the total
These suggestions apply to both the engine weight of the supported load and having suffi-
and all attached equipment driven by the en- cleat stiffness to provide the desired degree of
fine and apply equally to rotary- or recipro- alignment. The engine manufacturer will usu-
eating-action driven equipment. It is assumed ally specify the minimum dimensions for the
that the mechanical engineer, structural engi- concrete block and the maximum tolerances
neer. or equipment manufacturer will specify for alignment,
a stiff, integral base assembly for the mount-
ing of the equipment and that all equipment It is recommended here that an engine as-
will be properly aligned. The base assembly sembly on-grade be installed rigidly on a large
should be stiff enough to permit mounting of and massive concrete inertia block having a
the entire equipment load on individual point weight not less than twice the weight of the
supports, such as "soft" steel springs, total supported load; even greater weight is

desirable• This mass adds stability to the
machine and reduces the vibration of the en-

8,1 On-Grade'Location tire assembly, The following schedule is ot'fer-
ed as a guide for vibration isolation of the

There is no limit on the size of the recipro- total "assembly," which is here taken to con-
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dst of the engine, thedriven equipment, and assumed throughout this scbedule
theconcrete inertia block (here called"engine that feelable vibration is acceptable
base") to which these pieces are rigidly moun- in' Category 6 areas. I f this is not an
ted, The term "engine assembly" denotes the acceptable assumption, Category 6
engine and all the equipment that it drives, should be considered along with Ca-
Distances named in this schedule may b¢ tegories4 and 5.)
either hodzontal or verticdl distances in the
earth, in a building structure or in a combina- B, For engines above 600 rpm and under
tion of both. 1,200 hp:

A,' For engines at or under 600 rpm or over 1. No vibration isolation of the assem-
1,200 hp: bly is required if there is no Category

I area within 300 feet, no Category 2
I, No vibration isolation of the assem- or 3 area within 150 feet, or no Cate-

bly is required if there is no Category gory 4 or 5 area within 75 feet of tile : i
I (Table l) area within 500 feet, or engine base, It is good practice, nee-
no Category 2 or 3 area within 250 ertholess, to give the engine base its
feet, or noCategory 4 or 5 area with- own footings, separated from the
in ISO feet of the engine base. It is footings of the engine room, with a
good practice, nevertheless, to give structural break between the floor
the engine base its own footings, slab or floor grille of the engine room
separated from the fooritigs of the 'and the engine base.

: engine room, with a structural break
between the floor slab or floor grille 2. For distances closer than those listed
of the engine room and the engine immediately above, for the indicated
base. Categories of Table I, the engine base

2, For distances closer than those listed should be supported on steel spring
immediately above, for the indicated vibration isolation mounts that have
Categories of Table 1, the engine base a static deflection of at least 2 inches
should be supported on steel spring for engine speeds of 601 to 1,200
vibration isotation mounts that have rpm or at least 1 inch for engine
a static deflection t of at least 2 in- speeds above 1,200 rpm, For any
ches for engine speeds of 30l to 600 isolated base, there must be no rigid
rpm or at least 3 inches for engine structural connections between the
speeds of 200 to 300 rpm, For any engine assembly and the building :
isolated base, there must he no rigid proper.
structural connections between the
engine assembly and the building 3. ]n addition, the steel springs listed
proper, above should rest on pads of com-

pressed glass fiber or ribbed or war-
3, In addition, the steel spdngs listed fie-pattern neoprene, if the engine as-

above should rest on pads of com- sembly is located within 200 feet of a
pressed glass fiber, ribbed or waffle- Category I area, within I00 feet of a
pattern neoprene, if the engine as- Category 2 or 3 area or within 50
sembly is located within 200 feet of a feet of a Category 4 or 5 area. (It is
Category 1 ares, within 100 feet of a assumed throughout this schedule
Category 2 or 3 area or within 50 that feelahle vibration is acceptable
feet of a Category 4 or 5 area. (It is in Category 6 areas. If this is not an

acceptable assumption, Category 6
should be considered along with Ca-t"Static deflection" or an tsola flea mount Is the distance that

the mount will compress or deflect when the full weight of tegories 4 and 5.)
the loadIs applied.The mountsIhoutdbcselectedand

Iocatedsolhatallmounttlna#vcnsystem¢ornn_lsappmx. C, For engines above f,200 rpm and underimatcly uniformly all =zound the base and each mount meets
fl_ mqult=dminimum|tangdeflection.Th©isolationmount 400 hp:
tnanufacturetwillusuallylecomm©ndspc¢lflcmountswith
|dslubtldnlloaaJob. 1. All vibration isolation conditions are
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should be madeup of three layersof conductor across the vibration
the conventional pad-type material, isolation joint, or the rigid bars
giving a total thickness of approxi- should be supported from resil-
mately I inch of neoprene, with adja- lent hangers for a distance of :
cent pads separated by sheet steel about 25 feet from tile isolated
plates of approximately Ill6 inch to assembly,

I/8 inch thickness. Compressed glass 3. _,Vherc steel springs are used, un- i
fiber pads should have a thickness of housed stable steel springs are prefer-
at least I inch. The area of the pads red. If housed or enclosed springs
should be such as to provide the sur- must be used, special attention must
face loading recommended by the be given to the alignment of the
pad manufacturer. For critical Inca- mounts so that they do not tilt or
lions, provision should be made to bind in any direction inside their
permit replacement of tile pads after housings. Further, there should be
about 25 years, as the pad material some visual means to check the
may deteriorate by that time. spring mount in its final position to

be certain that binding or tilting does
2. For an isolated engine assembly there not take place.

should be no structural, rigid connec-
tions between the engine assembly
and the building proper: This in- 8.2 Upper.Flour Location
etudes piping, conduit, and ducts to
end from the assembly. It is strongly suggesled that no reciprocating

a. A long bellows-type thermal ex, engine rated over about 1,O00 hp or no reci-
pansion joint in the exhaust procating engine operating at a speed lower

than about P00 rpm be installed in an upper-piping meets this requirement, as
does a flexible connection in the floor location. There are no known instalia-
inlet-air dueling to the engine, tions beyond these limits that give rise to

these restrictions, but there is concern that

b. Piping to the engine assembly [he low-speed reciprocating action of very
may contain long flexible con- large engines migh[ excite some of tile rest>
nections (length at least 6 times nanees of various building structural elements
the outside diameter of the pip- and produce unwanted noise or vibration,
ing) tbat are not short-circuited even if the engine is vibration isolated, Then,
by steel bars that bridge the too, a large concrete inertia block for such a
flanges of the flexible connec- large engine produces slructural support prob-
lions; or piping may be used lems for an upper-floor location. If engines
without flexible connections, if above 1,000 hp or below 900 rpm must be
the piping is supported on vibra- located in an upper-floor location, it is advis-
lion isolation hangers or mounts able to engage the services of an acoustical
for a distance along the pipe of consultant to assist with the design,
at least lO0 pipe diameters. The
vibration isolation hangers The following suggestions apply for any build-
should have a staticdeflcction of Jag containing Category 1-5 occupancy areas
at least one-half the static dcftec* (see Table 1).

tion of the mounts that support 1. Tile entire engine assembly should be
tt_e _ng_._ebast. If st,at I. springs mounted rigidly to a concrete inertia
are used in the plpe hangers, neo-
prene or compressed glass fiber block having a weight at least 3 times the
pads should be in series with the total weight of the supported load. The

concrete inertia block may be eliminated,
springs, if desired, for any engine of less than lOO

c. Electrical bus bars from the fen- hp that is located two or more floors
crater should either contain a away from a Category I or 2 area, or that
d-foot length of braided, flexible is not localed directly over a Category 3
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f area on the floor beneath the engine cost glass fiber or mineral wool as first
i room floor. These exceptions assume, mentioned under the Type 5 floor-ceiling

-. nevertheless, that proper airborne noise combination.
.. control is provided in accordance with

i earlier parts _f this manual. If a Type 5 If a concrete inertia block is not used, a
floor-ceiling is required (this involves a substantial housekeeping pad should be
"floated floor" over the structure floor- provided under the engine assembly and

:t see Paragraph 5,8), an inertia block is tile engine assembly should be mounted
t required under the engine assembly be- on a rigid steel frame that is stiff enough
,,'_ cause tile inertia block also serves par- to be supported off the floor on individ-

tially as a sound barrier immediately ual steel spring isolators without intro-
under the engine, ducing stability or alignment problems.

' When the concrete inertia block is used, it 2. The concrete inertia block or the stiff
• should be thick enough to assure stiffness steel frame of Item 1 above should be

and good alignment to the entire assem- supported off the structure floor slab

. bly. Its area should be at least as large as with steel spring vibration isolation
, : tile overall area of the equipment that it mounts. The static deflection of tile steel

;t supports, If the engine drives a refrigera- springs should be at least 3 inches for en-
tion compressor which is connected di- glues in tile speed range of 900-1,200 rpm
rectly to its evaporator and condenser that are mounted on concrete inertia
cylinders, all this equipment should be blocks and at least 2 inches for engines
mounted together onto tile same concrete above 1,200 rpm mounted on concrete
block, Tile bottom of the inertia block inertia blocks. Any engine mounted on a
should rest at least 4 inches above the top steel frame (in accordance with Item 1
of the structure slab, If a Type 5 float- above) should be supported off the floor
rag-floor slab is involved, this 4-inch air on 2-inch static deflection steel springs.
space under the concrete inertia block
should he covered with 2-inch-thick low- 3. Each steel spring should rest on a pad of

" _' _ ' "2 ,-tam=

., . - !j" ,_ '_ _?..lt _lk'tL

o

i, _;_'.:.£_,'_ :.._[_,_r'_., ,--',,- ,., ......... :._:_

_-' , .'SL-_ ' : .... ' _
Waukeshagasengine drivesrefrigerationsystemequipment

in this top-floor installationabove officesuites. Integral
concrete Inertiablock isisolated fromfloorwith steel

springsinseries with compressedglassfiber pads.[Photograph
is courtesy of ConsolidatedKineticsCorporation.)
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I eoinpreasedgiassflber, ordbbed or waffle, tlon for engine speeds above 1,200rpm. Coin-
I pattern neoprene, pressed glass fiber or neoprene pads are not

required under the springs. The reeoininenda-
4. To give a stiff support to a reciprocating t/ons given under Item 2, Group D of Para-

engine, either with or without a concrete graph 8,1 would also apply here except that
inertia block, the structural floor slab isolated pipe hangers can be limited to the
should be at least l0 inches thick and confines of the engine rodin.
made up of dense concrete (140-150
Ib/cu ft), In addition, the engine assembly
should be located over primary or second- 8,3 Special Situations
ary beams supporting the floor slab, if at
all possible. In the preceding paragraphs regarding on-

grade locations and upper-floor locations,

5. All suggestions listed under Group D of generalizations have been given that cover a
Paragraph 8,1 apply here also. wide range of situations. These generalizations

will probably provide adequate protection for
most typical equipment installations. Obvi-

If an engine assembly is mounted on the up- oasly, general rules cannot cover all marginal
per floor of a building containing only Cate- cases or complex situations, however. Thus, if
gory 6 occupancy areas, a concrete inertia unusual installations are planned or if seine of
block is not required for acoustical purposes the general suggestions or limitations given
but a stiff steel frame would be re/luired for here cannot be met, it would be advisable to
aligninent purposes. The engine assembly seek theassistanceofanacousticalconsultant
should be vibration isolated on steel springs who has worked on some of the specific in-
having at leasl 2-inch static deflection for staltation problems. Vibration problems are
900-1,200 rpm engines or l-inch static deflec- sometimes quite complex and unpredictable.

f
I
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Section 9
VIBRATION ISOLATION OF TURBINE ENGINES

Because of the high-speed rotary-action of the critical areas than the distances.just given,
turbine engine, the engine alone does not in- the complete assembly should be sup-
duee very much vibration into its supporting ported off the floor slab on pads of
floor slab. However, the equipment driven by 2-iooh-thiek compressed glass fiber or on
the turbine engine may produce significant vi- pads made up of at least three layers of
bration. If a turbine engine is used to drive a ribbed or waffle-pattern neoprene. Sheet
piece of reciprocating equipment (such as o metal spacers may be used, but are not
rec)procating compressor driven through a required between adjacent layers of neo-
speed reduction gear), the entire assembly prone. Pipes, ducts and conduit to the as.
should be vibration isolated in accordance sembly either should contain flexible con-
with the Section S suggestions for a recipro- nections or be supported from corn-
eating engine, where the speed and power pressed glass fiber or neoprene-in-sheai"
considerations are based on the speed and pipe hangers for a distance of at least 25
power of the driven reciprocating device. For feet from the engine. The turbine engine
such a condition, the structure floor slab for manufacturer must approve the isolation
an upper-floor installation should not be less mounting of the assembly because align-
than S inches of dense concrete (140-150 ment is very critical for a turbine engine.
lb/eu ft).

9.2 Upper-Floor Location
For a turbine engine driving an entirely

roIary-action load (centrifugal compressor or 1, An engine assembly located on on upper
genera/or, with or without a gear), suggestions floor (any floor above grade) of a multi-

_j for vibration isolation are given in file para- floor building having Category I or 2
graphs that follow, and the engine room floor occupancy areas should be vibration iso-
slab should he not less than 6 inches thickness lated at least in accordance with Item 2
of dense concrete, above, under Paragraph 9.1, including

pipe, conduit and duct isolation.
9.1 On-Grade Location

2. If a Category 1 or 2 area is within about
I. No vibration isolation of the assembly is 30 feet, by structural path distances, of

required if there is no Category 1 area the engine room (either above, below or
(see Table 1)within 200 feet, no,Care- beside the engine room), stable steel
gory 2 or 3 area within lO0 feet, or no springs having l-inch static deflection
Category 4 or 5 area within 50 feet of the should he inserted in the isolation mount-
engine assembly. These distances should ing arrangement between the engine as.
be measured along either horizontal or sembly and the glass fiber or neoprene
vertical directions in the earth, in building pads on the floor.
structures'or in any combination of earth
and/or structural paths. 3. If the building c_ntains only Category 3-6

occupancy areas and a Category 3 or 4
2. If the engine assembly is located closer to area is within about 40 feet or a Category
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5 area is within about 20 feet of the en- gine assembly should be mounied rigidly
gine room, by combined horizontal and onto this concrete inertia block and tbcre
vertical structural path distances, the en- should be at least 3-inch air space bc-
glne assembly sbould be vibration isolated tween the bottom of the inertia block
in accordance with Item 2 of Paragraph and the top of the structure slab.
9,1, including pipe, conduit, and duct
isolation. 5, No vibration isolation of the turbine en-

gine assembly is required if the building
4. If a Type 5 floor-ceiling combination (see occupancy areas and distances from pus-

Paragraph 5.8) is required for air-borne siblc critical areas to the engine room are
sound control In the floor beneath the not covered by Items 1-4 immediately
engine room, a concrete inertia block is above.
required under the engine assembly, The
concrete should be at least 8 inches thick For any of these upper-floor installations.
and it should be supported off the struc- proper airborne sound control should be pro-
turn floor with 1-inch static deflection vided in accordance with earlier parts of the
steel springs in series with I-inch thick- manual, and the turbine engine manufacturer
heSS of ribbed or waffle-pattern neoprene must approve the vibration isolation mount-
or compressed glass fiber pads. The en- ing of the installation.

r

Gas turbine and generator are mounted oil steal springs
and ribbed n_oprcne vibtatlon.isolation mounts In reduce

noise transmission to office area and executive conference

room immediately below engine room. (Photograph is courtesy

of Northern Illinois Gas Cotnpany.)
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This summary is intended primarily to serve
as a reminder to not only be aware of, but
seek out carefldly each noise source and each
noise path and provide for each an appro-
priate noise or vibration control treatment
where necessary.

Each engine has three principal noise sources
(tbe casing, the air intake and tl;e gas ex-
haust). Tile casing noise, and somethnes the
air-intake noise, is radiated directly into the
engine roem, and the engine room may adjoin
a critical area of a building. The procedures of

. the manual will show the design options avail-
Section 10 able for containing the neise with the useof

suitable walls and floor-ceiling combinations,
SUMMARY depending on tile noise criterion requirements

of tile adjoining areas.

"l'heengine exhaust noise,and sometimesthe
•,fir intake noise and casing noise, is radiated
oat-or-doors and may be heard by the neigh-
bors, depending on the distance away and the
nature of the noise criteria applicable to tile
neighbors. Certain noise reduction effects
may be determined, when they are applicable
to the situation, and the need er the effective-
ness of intake and exhaust mufflers can be
calculated from the procedures given in the
manual.

In some situations, different neighbors may
have different noise criteria at different dis:
tances. It may he necessary to work out ten-
tative solutions on paper for each critical
neighbor and then to select the design solu-
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*.ion that will encompass all neighbor situa- Just as a bucket with many holes will leak
*.ions. A thorough analysis must not ignore water until all the holes are stopped up, so a :
any of the noise sources, paths, or receivers, noisy engi'ne will leak noise until all its paths I

are identified and treated. This manual has

Final ty, vibration isolation is an important re- attempted to help identify and quantify the I
quirement for almost any engine assembly noises so that they can be located and treated i
located near a critical occupancy area. AI- even before the building is built or the engine ._
though vibration data are not generally sus- installed. Although some of these engines are
ceptible to calculation and prediction, various admittedly noisy, their noise can be con-
vibration isolation suggestions are keyed into trolled quite easily when the right steps are
engine size, speed and location, taken.

#
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Data Sheet I

Estimated Sound Power Level (PWL) of
Reciprocating Engine Casing Noise

1. Continuous Ratlngof Engine: hp or kw

2, EngineSpeed: rpm

3. Fueh GasOnly _1 Liquid Only [] Gasand Liquid E]

Frequency Band in HZ

i 4. Ba|oPWL from Tzzble3 for Item 1 Rating:I I I t I I I
_" 5, SpeedCorrection from Table 3 for Item 2 Speed:

i: I I I I I I )
_i 6. FuelCorrection from T0ble 3 for Item 3 Fuel:

I I I I I I I
9

7. EstimatedPWL Bn clB re 10 -t_ watt) of CasingNoi|e: (item 7 = Item 4 + item 5 ÷ Item 6}.Caution: Observealgebraicsignsincombiningitemsl

I I t I I I
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Data Sheet 2

Estimated Sound Power Level (PWL) of
Unmuffled Reciprocating Engine Exhaust Noise

J
1, ContinuousRat[n0 of Engine: hp or kw ,!

2. Air Intake: TurbOcharoerDo No TurbochargorD " i

3. Exhaustpipe L_ngth: ft,

FrequencyBandin Hz .

4. Base PWLfrom Tnble 4 [or Item 1 Rntino:

J I I I I I I
5. Tu,LV_char0erCorrectionfrom Table 4 for Item 2 Air Intake:

I I I I I I 1 I
6. ExhaustP[_e LengthCorrectionfrom Table 4 for item 3 Length:

I I I I I I I r
7. Estimated PWL (in dB re 10- _2wattl of Unmuffled ExhaustNOISe: (Item7,,Item4+ltem5+ttemg)

Caution: 0bservaaf0ebraIcsignr,in combinln9 item_l

I I I ] I I I



Data Sheet 3

Estimated Sound Power Level (PWL)
of Untreated Turbocharger Noise at

Ah' Inlet Opening of Reclprocatin 8 Engine

1. ContinuousRatingof Engine: hp or kw

2. nletAirDuctLength: ft.

FrequencyBardinHz

3, hatePWLfromTable5 for Item1 Rttlng: ,.

I I I I I I I

4. InletAir DuctLengthCorrectionfromTable5 for Item2 Length:I I I I I I ] I
5. EtlimctedPWL(IndB re10-t2 watt)of UntreatedTurbochergerNol_: {Item5 = Item3 + Item4

, r_.ut[on: ObwrveeTgobraiclionsin combiningitemtl

I I I I I I

, r" .

_i̧
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'_: Data Sheet 4 Sheet! of2

Estimated SoundPower Level(PWL) of Cgsing,
Exhaust and Intake Noise of GasTurbine Engine

1. ContinuousRating of Engine: hp or kw

2. EngineCa|rngCover: None /-1or Type . fromTable B r

3. Exh0u_tDuct: Round _], Rectangular t-t Length fi,

Duct Lining" Type from Tabre9

Duct Turns: No. Type from Table_O

4. Intake Duct: Round _. Rectangular I"1. Length ft.

Duct Lining: Type from Table9

DuctTurns: No. Type from Table I0

E. ExhaustMuffler Supplied: Yes D No

B. Intake Muffler Supplied: y_ F'] No [_

i [ . FrequencyBandIn HZ . - :

_ I B_,,oI,_oIBOOI '.o_1 '._oI ',ooo_.oo0

7. PWL [indB re 10-ta watt) of CasingNoi_e from Table6 for Item 1 Rating:

I I I I I I ] I
B. No_e ReductionProvidedby CasingCover (If Any) of Item 2 as EstimatedIn TableBFootnote:

I I I f I I _ --
9. PWL of CasingNoisewith Cover (If Any_: Item ° = Item 7 + Item 8

Caution: [)b_rve ofgedraJe51gasin combining itemsl

I I I .I I I I coo,,_o,_'
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Data Sheet 4 (continued) $_t 2 of 2

FrequencyBand in Hz

-I"°1'°°1 5_r '._1 ',_ I ',_ ] o,_o

10. PWL [lndB re 10-12 watt} of Exhaust Noise from Table7 for Item 1 Rating:

I [ I I t I I I
t 1. Attenuation Providedby ExhaustDuct andTurns of Item 3, from Tables9 and 10 or'ASHRAE Guide"

(/rcrudohot temperaturecorrection):

I I I I I I I I
12. Insertion Loss of Exhaust Muffler of Item 5, if Provided(usemufflermanufacturer'sdatafar appropriate

bands,corrected for exhaust temperature}:

I I I I I I I I
o

13. PWLof £xhaustNoiseOut of Duct and Muffler los Applicabln): Item 13 - Item 10 + Item 11 + Item 12
C_ution: Ob_t_e algebraicsignsIn combining [temsf

I f I I i I I I
14,PWL (in dE re 10 -12 watt) of Air.Intake Noise from Table8 for Item 1 Rating:

I [ I I I I I I
15, Attenuation Providedby Intake Duct andTurns of Item 4, from Tables5 and 10 or "ASHRAE Gulde":

I I I I f I r I
16. In_rtIon Lossof Intake Muffler of Item 6, If Provided(usemuffl0r manufacturer'sdatzztar appropriate

bands;_ Table 39 for example):

I ] J I J I I [
17,PWL of Intake No[_ Out of Duct andMuffler }asApplicable}

]tern 17 - Item 14 + Item 15 + Item 16
C_lut[on:Ol_s_rvealgebraicsignsIn combining Itomsl

r i J i r r
$9
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Da_ Sh_t$

_limaled SoundPressure Level (SPL) in an Engine Room

.1.Volumeof EngineRoom: ft.X ft.X fl. - cu,ft.

i I "f 2. Total InteriorSurfac_Areaof Room(includingfloor)= KI. ft.
I

, !
1

1 3. Areaof AcousticTreatment KI. ft.

4. Perc0mAreaCoverodbyAcousticTreatment{Item3/Item 2}X 100- %

i
5. Thickn_ of AbmrptionMaterial:3/4in.-1 In. r'l 1-1/2 In.-2 In.I-I

rl.ACoultlCTreatmentConditionof Rcomfrom Items4 andS,asCafin_din Footnotesof Table11:
_' Condition1 [] Condition2 [] Condition3 I'_ condition4 []

• 7. Roomcorroctio_TormfromTable11forItems_lindS: dB9

[ Fr_uencyBandin HZ

0,1,,sl,,01s_1,_oI ,_oI,_o I s_°I
8. TotalPWLof All NoiseSOurcesinEngineRoom(fromItem7 ofDateSheet1for ReCiprocatingEnginesor

fromItem 9of DataShoot4 forTurbineEngines):

I I I I I I I I
9. RworberantSPLinEn0ineRoom{Item9 - Item8 + Item7; Item7 Vlluo ISSGmoforAll FrequencyBands

i and l! Zeroor a No0_tJ_eOuanlityforAll RoomConditions)
Caution:ObservealgebraicSight111combiningtermll

_: I I I I I I I I
i

10. ApproximateSPLNearEn0[ne{Item10- Item9 + ° dB)

I I I I I I I

6O
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:i Data Sheet 6

II Sound Transrni.ion to Adjoi,,i.,g l_oom Through Common Wall

!i Sound Transmitting Room SoundReceivingRoom

1. Area of Common Wall That TransmitsNoim; 4. ft.

2. Total Interior Surface Areaof Rece[vingRoom (includingfloorl: sq. ft.

I 3. Total InteriorSurfaceAreaDivided by Areaof CommonWall:
(itemS= Item 2÷Item I)

I 4 Area of AcousticTreatment in ReceivingRoom': _. ft.

5. Per centArea of ReceivingRoom Coveredby AcousticTreatment %
(item 5 = 100 X Item 4 ÷ Item 21

S, Thicknessof Absorption M0terioh 3/4 in.-1 in.D 1-112 in,-2 in. r'l

7. Acoustic Treatment Condition of ReceivingRoom from Items 5 and6, asDefined in Footnotesof Table23:
= Condition 1 _1 Condition2 r't Condition3 _]. Condition4 I-I

8, Wall CorrectionTerm "C" from Table 23 for Item 3 and Item 7 Conditions: dB

FrequencyBand in HZ I

s3+1"°1 +1 'g_l 2,0o0]+0 I +0 I
t 9. Expected Wall ConstructionMaterial:

10. Estimated"TL" of Wall fromTables 13.22 or Other Source
;I

i I I I I I I I I
11. Estimated "NR" of Wall inEquation NR = TL + C, UsingValues from Items8 and 1U

(item 11 • Ito'rn10 + Item 8J:

I Caution: Observealgebraicsignsin comblnh_gttemll

+ I I I I I I I I I
12. EstimatedSPL in SoundTransmittingRoom from DataSheet5 (U_ Item9 ReverberantSPL If Source Is5

ft. or Mar0 from CommonWall or Item 10 Clam.in 9PL If Source Is LemThan 5 ft. from Common Wall).

I ' I I I I I I I
13. Estimated5PL in ReceivingRoom (Item 13 = Item 12,- Item 111

I I I. I I I I ,,1
*Add _iO_ at flOOr ate8 to Item 4 _f receiving room floor Ii carpetld Or if room hal dt0pes Or uphollteI_ furniturt_, If thll Ii the only

acoultl¢: ttlatorl#t it1 the Poem, tr_at it all hnvin_ 3/4 In+ tbicknetl in Illlm 6 for determining Imm 7 cond_tlori,

6(
I

I



Data Sheet 7

Sound Transmission to Adjoining Root.

Through Common Floor Ceiling

SoundTranemittlng Room SoundReceiving Room

I, Area of Common Finer.calling That Tran|mits Nois_: _ KL,f¢

2. Total interiorSurface Atec of ReceivingRoom (including floor): KI, f_.

3. Total Interior Surface AreaDividedby Areaof Common FlOor-Coiling:
|item 3 - Itesn2 ÷ Itgm 1)

4. Area of Acoustic T_eatmentIn ReceivingRoom': KI. ft.

S. Percent Area of ReceivingRoomCoveredby Acoustic Treatment
(item 6 .' 100 X from 4 ÷ Item2J %

6 Thickn¢_ o f Absorption Materiel: 3/4 In,-t Jn_ t 1/21n-2 in i-1

7. Acoustic Treatment Conditionof ReceivingRoomfrom items 5 and 6, a= Definedin Footnotesof Table 23=
Co_Jt|on | _, Condltfon2 C], Condition 3 [_, Condition 4 I-I

B. Floor Corm."tlon Term "C" fromTobte 23 for ftem3 and It¢_'n7 ConditionJ: dB

I FtcquenClfBand ,n Hz I63 I 125 I 250 I 500 I 1,0OO I 2,000 I 4.0OO I 8,000

O.Approximate Floor.CoilingType (from Paragraph5.B of Text):
Type 1 £-1 Type 2 I"1 Type 3 I'1 Type 4 I'1 Type S/'3

IO. Apprdxjmete "TL" of Floor.CeilingType of Item S for NearestApplicable Oim_nsrons,from Tables 25-29
(Interpolate BetweenTL ValuesShown, If Desired,nut 13oNot ExceedTI. ValuesShown in Right.Hand Column
of Toblm 25-28):

I I J I I I _ I I
f 1. Estimated "N R" of Floor-Coiling inEquation NR. TL ÷ C, Os/ngValuesof Items Send 10

(Itgm 11 .= Item 10 + item B);

Caution: ObserveatgobraiciIgns _ncombining itemsl

I I J I ii I I I I
12, EstimatedSPL |n Sound Trentmltting Room from DataShoat 5 {U_oitem B ReverberantSPLfor Floor-Ca;ling

Above the Engineor Item 10 CIo_ln SPL for Floor Under Engine):

I I I 1 I J I .I
J3, Est_mgtndSPL in ReceivingRoom (item 13 " Item 12 - item 111

J I I I I I I I
*ACI(_ _0% Of floor are_ to Ilem 4 If tec0Jv[rlg room floor _!carpeled or Jf teem hi| dr a/3E*5or U_hO[l|efs_ fu rrtit url), If th[ll Jl the t ofllv i
aCOuJtJGrfllt Brilzl Jn tel@room, treGt Jt M hlvnl_ 3]4 In, thJ_kflc;| Jrl Item 6 few d_lerm_ntn_ I t_fra 7 condition,

62 _
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Data Sheet 8

Estimated Outdoor Sound Pressure Level (SPL)
Due to an Outdoor Sound Source PWL

1. Distanceto NoiseSource: ft.

FrequencyBandin Hz

-i ,,el2BeI o°o_ ,,o_i ,,oooI 4,0003,_
2. TotJl PWL of All Outdoor NoiseSourcesat SourcePosition:

i I J i i [
3. Outdoor DIstonceTerm from Table 3Qfor Item 1 Distance:

4. Approximate OutdoorSPL at Distanceof Item 1: (Item 4 - Item 2 - Item 3)
Caution: Observealgebraicsignsin combin[ng Itm'nd

[ I I i I

03

I
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Da_ Sh_t 9

Estimated Indoor SPL at Ncighborin8 Location,
/ncludinB All Noise Reduction Contributions

Nol_SourceConsideredin ThlsDataSh_t:

I FrequencyD_ndin Hz J

1.OutdoorSPLatN_lghborln_Locationfor NONoiu_ReductionContrl_tions(fromItem4 of DataShoot81:

I J J I
2.No[s_ReductionfromOutdoorsto IndoorsProvidedbyNeighborBugdln_l,fromT=brD31:

I I I I
3. No[_ ReductionProvidedbySoundB_rrigr.from T_bh132:

I ] J J J
4. NoimReductionProvidedbyWoods,fromTable33:

I I I 1 I
5. Tontltiv¢indoorSPLto ThisPoint(Item5 - Izom 1- Item2 - Item3- Item 4):

Caulion:ObservealgebraicsignsincombiningItamsl

I I I I I
_. DIrcctlvlWEffectof Sr_ckOponin_If Applicable.fromT_f¢ 34.

L I I I I I
7. T_nt_tlv0IndoorSPLtoThIl Point(It_m7 - Itom 5 + ItomO) ] i

COUIIOn:Obr,mvoal_brll[csignsIncombiningItom|l II I I I I J I

8_A_pr_xim*_Nois_duc_i_n_fMuffi0rPiannedforU"wIthN_is_Sourc_fApp_icabI_fromT_bie_35_37_rfromMufti. DataSuppliodby Manufacturar. I !{
I I I I I I I I ]

I



TABLE I

Category Classification for Power Plant Noise
as Heard in Various Indoor Functional Activity Areas

Category Ar_= (andAcoustic Requirement=) NoimCrltur;on Designation

1 Bedrooms,sleepingquarters,hospitals, NC-20
residences,apartment=,hotels,motels,etc. (for to
_eeplng, restlng,relaxing); NC-30

2 Auditoriums, theaters, largemeeting rooms, NC-20
largo conferencerooms,churches,chapels,etc. to
(for very goodlisteningconditions). NC-30

3 Privateoffice, smell conferencerooms, NC-30
clasuooms, libraries,etc. (for good l/stening to
conditions). NC-35

4 Larg_office=,re:option orees,retail dwpa and NC-35
storm, cafeterias,r_'touranu, etc. (for fair to
listeningconditions). NC--40

5 Lobbicl, laboratory workspaces,drafting and NC-40
onglneorlngrooms, malntonanc_shopssuchas to
for electricalequipment,eta. (for modnratoly NC-50

i fair listeningconditions).6 Kitchens,laundries,_mps, garages,machinery NC-45

spaces,power plant control rooms, 0tc. (for tominimumacceptablespeechcommunication, NC-65

no rid¢ of heerlngdomaoo).

,!
TABLE 2

i Octave Band Sound Pressure Level (SPL) Values

Associated with the Noise Criterion
_- Designations of Table 1

! SPL(in dB re0.0002 mk:rotmr)In Octavo FteCl_encyBand
Nolw
Crltarlon f13 125 250 600 1,000 2,000 4,000 8,000
D=slgnaUon Ha FIx H= H= Hz HZ HZ H=

NC.20 51 40 33 28 22 10 17 10
NC.25 54 44 37 31 27 24 22 21
NC.30 57 48 41 35 31 29 28 2'/
NC.35 00 52 45 40 36 34 33 32
NCal0 04 _ 50 45 41 39 38 37
NC.45 . 87 60 54 49 46 44 43 42
NC.60 71 64 58 54 51 49 48 47
NC-55 74 67 82 58 56 64 53 52
NC-6O 77 71 67 83 Ot 59 58 57
NC_5 80 75 71 68 66 64 63 62

65
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TAB LE 3

Estimated Octave Band Sound Power Level (PWL) Values for

Casing Noise of Unenclosed Gas and Diesel Reciprocating Engines*

Estimated PWL = "BasePWL " [from table below)
÷Speed Correction
+ Fuel Cortection (in dB re 10-12 wart)

Continuous "naaa PWL" inOctavo FrequencyBand
Rating of
EnDing, 83 125 250 500 1,090 2,000 4,000 8,DO0
hp HZ Hz HZ Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz

15- 23 El5 99 99 98 98 97 91 84
24- 37 97 101"" 101 100 ' 100 99 93 86
38- 59 99 103 103 102 102 101 05 88
60- 94 101 105 105 104 104 103 97 00
95- 149 103 107 107 106 108 105 99 92

150- 230 105 109 109 10B t0B 107 101 94
240- 379 107 111 111 110 110 109 103 96
380- 509 109 113 113 112 112 111 105 9B
0DO- 049 111 115 115 114 114 113 107 10D
950-1,499 113 117 117 110 116 115 109 102

1,500-2,399 110 119 119 118 118 117 111 104
2,400-3,800 117 121 121 120 120 119 113 106

For Engine Speed: SpeedCorrection (in all bands)

Under600rpm --5dB
000-1,500 rpm --2 dE
Above 1,500 rpm 0 dB

For EngineFuel: Fu01Correction(in allbands)

Natural GasOnly'* -3 dB
Liquid Fuel Only 0 dB
Gasand/or Liquid Fuel 0 dB

*Thll table Is generally applicable for dotormhdng noise control dedanx of tile c_lsing holt< of all ¢nginel, even though the
octual PWL vBluol would not hold/or agree largo ong;noi with unducted turbochergor! at unmuftlod Rooti blowatl opgning
dlrectlr into the room,

*gWIth Or wnhout I inlalf imount of "l_]lot oiL"
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TABLE 4

Estimated Octave Band Sound Power Level (PWL) Values for
Unmuffled Exhaust Noise of Gas and Diesel Reciprocating Engines

Estimated PWL = "BasePWL " (from table below)
+ Turbocharger Correction
+ Exhaust Pipe Length Correction

(in dB re 10-12 wart)

ConBnuou$ "BcJ_ePWL" in OctavoFrequon¢_/Band
RatinB of
Engine, 63 125 . 250 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 0,000
hp Hz Hz Hz Hz HZ' Hz Hz Itz

'_ 15- 23 122 128 124 116 112 106 96 88

i 24- 37 124 130 126 118 114 108
08 90

38- _9 126 132 128 120 116 110 100 92
60- 04 128 134 130 122 118 112 102 94
05- 149 t30 136 132 124 120 114 104 96

i 239 132 13B 134 126 122 118 106 98153-

240- 373 134 140 138 128 124 118 108 100383- 699 136 142 13(} 130 128 123 110 102
J 000- 940 138 144 140 132 12B 122 112 104

_l 050-1,493 140 146 142 134 130 124 114 10_
1o500-2,393 142 148 144 138 132 126 116 108

I_ 2,400-3,800 144 150 146 130 134 128 118 110

For Air Intake to Engine: TurbocharoerCorrection(in all bands)

Wlth Turbochatger -6 dB
Without Turbochargar Od3

! For Exhault Pipe Length ExhaustPipe LongthCorrection
; from Engino: (in all hands)

0- 2ft 0dB
i; 3-e. -1d.

7-10PC --2dB
11-14ft --3dB
15-18 tt --4 dB
19-22 PC --5 dB

L ft -L./4 dB

6"/
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• TABLE 6Estimated Octave Band Sound Power Level (PWL) Values for

! Casing Noise of Unenclosed* Gas Turbine Engine$ l

g

Continuous PWI.(in dEre 10"to watt) inOctaveFrequencyBand
Rallnaof
r.nglno, 03 12E 250 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 0,000
kw Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz Hz

200- 329 111 113 114 114 114 114 114 114
: 330- 529 112 114 115 115 115 115 lt5 115

530- B49 113 115 116 116 116 116 116 116
050-1,209 114 116 117 117 117 117 117 117

1.300-1.999 115 117 118 118 118 118 118 ttB
2.000-3.299 116 118 119 119 119 119 119 119
3.300-5.000 117 119 120 120 120 120 120 120

*if the _IT[IrO angina colin OII provided with o thermal insulating cover or In onclolinll _binot, the PWL. values given hera may
rodu ;:_¢1by tag fol_owJn_ Imountt (in dB for the octavo bonds Indlr_ted):

Type 1. Gla, fiberormineralwoolthermalinsulationwithI[ghtweiUhtfoil coverovertheinsulation:

2 2 3 3 3 4 5 8

Type2. Glassfiberor mln_.ralwoolthermalInsuEationwithminimum20 gagealuminumor24gage
steelor 1/2in.thickpl0starcoveroverthe insulation:

5 5 6 6 7 8 9 10

Type3. Enclolingmetalcabinetfortheentirepackagedas;embly,withopenventilationholesandwith
r_oacousticabsorptionlininginsidethecabinet:

t I 2 2 2 2 3 3

Type4. EncIo_ngmetalcabinetfor theentirepockagnd_L_embly.withopenventilationhol_sandwith
acousticabsorptionliningInsidethecabinet:

4 4 5 6 7 8 8 8

Type5. Enclosingmetalcabinetfortheentirepackagedo_mbly, withagventilat]onholesintothe
cabinetmuffledandwithacousticabsorptionlining[nsrdethecabin(It:

7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14
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] TABLE 9

_i Attenuation of Various Straight Ducts With and Without
Approximate Lining

(May Be Used in Absence of More Complete Analysis of

Duct Attenuation by Methods of "ASHRAE Guide")Values given =re in dB attenuation per foot of duct [ength, for the eight octavobands from 53 He to
_, g,O00 Hz. These values assumeduct crossdimensionsIn the region of 3 to 5 feet. These are very rough

El e'_timatasand _ould not be used to anslyzothe duct Ion of a ventilation duct layout. If at all posdblo
' uw the duct analyds methodsof the "ASHRAE Guido."

For elevated temperature, as in gas turbine exhaustduct=, duct dimensions app_r shorter In terms of

i sound wavelengthsand th0refore usually le_ effectivein attenuating sound. In absenceof morethorough
_[ snalysll at ipecific exhaust temperature, take only two.thirds the length of the exhaust dgct whenestimating the attenuation of = hot exhaustduct,

_i These values ore offered only for u_ Ih approximating the duct loses of a typical gas turbine engino
inlet or exhaust duct before mufflers are odded.0o not use the_Jvaluesto dmIgnnoisecontrol tr0atments

; for duct=.

"_ Type I. For ducting with no internalor externalduct lining (dBper foot}:

,,' Round Duct: 0.10 0.07 0.03 0.02 0.02 0.02 0,02 0.02
_. Rectangular: 0.20 0.14 0.07 0.05 0.04 0.04 0,04 0.04

_+ Type 2. For ductlng with an externalthermal ductlining (dg p0rfoot}:

Round Duct: 0,15 0.09 O.Gq 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02 0,02
Rectangular: 0,30 0.20 0.09 0.05 0.04 0.04 0.04 0,04

TyPe 3, For ductingwith 1.inch-thick internalocousticabsorptionduct lining,materialand
construction towithstand temperatureandflow speed (dB per foot):

Round Duct: 0,15 0,10 0.22 0.6 O.0 0.8 0.6 0.4

Rectangulor: 0.30 0.25 0.25 0,7 0.8 0.8 0.0 0.4

Type 4. For ductlng with 2.inch.thick internal_¢ou_ic absorption duct lin[eg, materialand
_ construction to withstand t0mperatureandflow speed(dB perfoot):

R_nd Duct: 0,20 0.20 0.3 0.0 1.1 1.1 O,0 0.0
Rectangular: 0,30 0,28 0.4 0.9 1.1 1.1 0.9 0.6
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TABLE I0

Approximate Attenuation of Various Duct Turns With and Without Lining
(May be Used in Absence of More Complete Analysis of

Duct Attenuation by Methods of "ASHRAE Guide")

Values givenore in dB attenuation (or Insertion lots) for t_e eight octave b_nd=from 63 Hz to 8,00"OHz.
Th_ velum _umD duct eros=dimension In the region of 3 to 5 feet. Theseerevery roughestirnctesend
Ihould not _ u_ to analyzethe duct Iose_ of =ventilation duct layout. If at ell pos=ibleu_ the duct
enalyg]=methods of the "ASHRAE Guide."

For elevatedtemperatures, =t in _ tUrbine exhaust duet=, duct dimensions =Ppeor _lorter in terms of
roundwaverength=and therefore usually iotaeff_tive Jnattenuafln0sound. In ab_nca of rnore thorough

analysisat moclfic exhauct ternpor_turn,use only two-thfr_ the attonuatina 0lven below when applying
there dct= to e hot exhaustduct.

Thee values ere offered only for use in approxirncting the duct loss==of = typical gas turbine ¢mOlon
rnlctor exhaust duet I_fore mufflers areadded.Do not use thc',evalu_ to designna]_ control treatments

for duets.

rf there is rn_'e than one turn in the duct confi_ration, the attenuation of _Jcco_lveturn| canboadded
together only if the turns pro Icoat_ at least_0 footop_rt.

Type 1. For ductlng with no internal duct lining,90 ° rounded turn of round duct or 90 = rounpedturn
of roctangu_orduct, with or w[thont turnfngvones IdGper tuml:

O 1 2 3 3 3 3 3

Type 2. For ductlng with no interact duct fining,D0° scluoroturn of roc_ngufor duct, with turningyeggs
of chord length le-a than6 inches(dB perturn):

t 4 g 4 3 3 3 3

Type 3. Forducting with continuous1.inch or 2.inch-thick intornelacousticabsorptionduct lining,g0°
roundedturn of round duct or 90° roundedrum of rectangularduet, with or without tuming

_" vanesIdB per tum):

; t 2 3 4 5 6 g 6

Type 4. For ductinGwith continuous 1.Inch or 2.Inch.thick internalacoustic absorptlodduct fining,90 °
_uare turn of rectan0ulorduet, with tu,l[ng vanes of chord length le_ than 6 inches(dG per
turn):

1-/_h linlrlg; t g g 6 7 8 9 10
2.inch IJn/ng: t El 7 8 g 10 t 1 12
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TABLE 12

RulesforAdding SPL or PWL Contributlons'by"dB Addition"

1, For addingtwo decibel levelstogether-

When two d0cib_l Add the following arnotlnt
valuesdiffer by: to the hloherv=luo:

Oor 1de 3de
2or3dB 2dB
4to8dB ldB
9dBormore 0dB

2. If them ere _erol levelsof _e samevalue,they mey beaddedasfollowl:

No. of oquellevels Add

2 3dB
3 5dB
4 6dB
5 7dB

6"7 0 dB
8 OdB
9-10 10dB
N 10logNdB

3. The individual components con be added in any order. The total, uzingthls
simplified procedure, will give an answerwhich is correctto at least 1 dB.

4. When combining the frequency contributions of different sources,odd only
noise levelsfrom the sameoctave frequencyband,

TABLE 13

Approximate TransmissionLoss (indB) of Dense*
Poured Concrete or Solid-CoreConcrete

Block or Masonry

(140-150 Ib/cu ft density}

Octave ThJcknou of Corlcreteor MelonW (Inche|) I
Fr0qu_nw 4 0 8 10 12 16
_nd _ Approximate Sur[ecaWeight (Ib/gl ft) i

(Hz} 40 72 _ 120 144 192 [

63 32 33 34 35 30 37
125 34 35 38 37 3B 39

250 35 38 3B 40 41 43 i
500 37 40 43 45 47 50 _

1,000 42 40 50 52 64 56
2.000 49 53 56 58 50 61
4,000 55 5D 61 83 04 66
g,O00 GO 63 OG 60 60. 70

For icDllcatiOnl in,lying "tranmlllESlon lois" _ an ncoult[c roqulrom0nh do no_ use "cinder block" or other [[ghtwelght
porous block rnatafill.
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TABLE 16

ApproximateTransmissionLoss(indB)
of Filled Metal Panel Partition and
Typical Industrial Acoustic Doors

O¢lave Fillod
Fr_luln_ M¢_I TypicalAcousticDoorr_
_nd Panel
(Hal Partition1 4 inchThick fi InchThick

63 22 29 35
125 26 33 37
250 31 36 39
500 36 42 46

1,000 43 47 50
2.000 48 53 56
4.000 50 5G 61
8,0QO 52 59 05

1 Conltructecl of f.*vo 18 _ Iteol panels filled with 3 In. thk:knm of 8-8 Ib/_J ft aim fIb_ or

tack WOOl; joints and _ mrmJ n_rqlght.

:_ I n(JunHml-tvpa acourti¢ doors typically constructed of _[ Ilnl a_terior faclr_s. I In. ply_od
ufr_ or t/ll _ogt Itlnll. nanulry pack k:l riser of 0ans fiber or rOCk h_oll heavy framlr_J2and hlud-
wllta: double gasket lellls all eround deer _ "Stud_o.Wp4" i¢ou_lc doors ut.ually not m
thick _ heavy, with more elaborate finiih d0tJaL

TABLE 17

Approximate Transmission Loss (in dB)
of Glass* Walls or Windows

(13 lb/sq ft/in, Surface Density)

Octavo ThJckJleSl of Glass [inches)

Froqu0mJy 1_ 1/4 1/2 3/4

Band Approxlmoto _rfoc0 Weight (Ib/Iq ft)

(Hz) 1,1/2 3 _-1/2 10

G3 5 11 17 20

125 11 17 23 24

250 17 23 25 25

500 23 25 2G 27

1.000 25 26 27 28

2,DDO 26 27 28 29 I
4,000 27 28 30 33 i
8,000 28 30 38 39

qtSpecial hlminated lafoty gem ('AcoultxPPane," Amorada G fads Corpo_tlorll containing o._o or

more vncoefasH¢ I_yerl sannwiehod betweon Glosspanels wal yield 3-8 dB h;shor values lhOrt
91vofl halo for I_nOlo thk:kn_s of Of_q; IvJllobre In opproxima[|N 1/4 in, to _B In. (hicknasl_ i

... - %



TABLE 18

Approximate Transmission Loss (in dB) of
a Few Typical Double-Glass Windows*

Octavo GIaSt.AirSpace*Gt,.Thicknottet
Frequon=l/ (lather)Band
{Hz) 1/4-1/4-1/4 1/4-1.1/2-1/4 1/4--6-1/4

63 18 10 20
125 23 23 24
250 24 25 28
500 24 27 31

1,000 26 31 37
2.O00 28 34 40
4,000 30 37 43
8,000 36 42 46

*Therrt_t InmJIntior) doublmglatt windows typically hrto 114 in. to 1 in. totaled sir |pat_ b_twegn 1/4 in.
to 3/8 hi. auou Imilell. For larger air _pacel. IndJvlduat att.a panels should be mount tel separately in
rubber at neoprene _lkltt. For Ilrgo temperature dif forent_t acrot_ the window, provide delJcolnt
or tr,_ll ventilation p_rts in the inner ipact_ to eliminate condensation on th| cold almst.

i

TABLE 19

Approximate Transmission Loss (in dB)
of Wood 1 or Plywood

(4 lb/sq ft/in. Surface Density)

0crave Thlckne. ofWoodorPlywood{inches)
Froqunncy 1/4. 1/2 1 22 4
Band ApproximateS_rfacaWeight(Ib/tqft)
(Hz) 1 2 4 8 16

63 0 4 11 15 18
125 5 10 16 17 19
250 11 t5 18 19 20
500 16 17 19 20 26

1,000 18 19 20 26 32
2,000 19 20 26 32 37
4,000 20 26 32 37 41
0.000 26 32 37 41 45

1Wood cents ruct;on t_luirez tonoue.and-groove Joints. overlapping joints, or NSSnS of Joints aoelnst lit leaka0q. For intermmliato '
thlckncx, tm|, Intorpolat0 between t hlcknomalt alvon In table,

2For 2.in, _olld wood door| that tire well-Oasketld all atou od, them vlluas Of TL may b_ utod,

.. . -
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TABLE 22

Approximate Transmission Loss (in dB)
of Sheet Steel

(40 lb/sq ft/in. Surface Density)

";
Octavo Thickno. ofSt=ol(in.)
Froquoncy 1/16 1/0 1/4
land ApproxlmatoSurfacoWoloht(Ib/sqIt}
(Hz) 2-1/2 § 10

63 9 15 21
t25 15 21 27
250 2t 27 33
500 27 33 38

. 1,O00 33 38 39
,_ 2,00Q 38 39 30

4,000 39 - 39 37
B,000 39 37 40

TABLE 23

Approximate WaB or Floor Correction Term "C"
For Use in the Relationship NR = TL + "C"

Total SurfacaAren AcousticTroatm.ntof RoceivlngRoom
InsldoRocolvin9Room
DividedbyAreaof Condition Condition Condition Condition
CommonWallorFloor I 2 3 4

1.4- 23 10dB -7 dB -4 dB -2 dR
2.8-- 5.5 - 7 -4 -2 +I

5.6-10 • 4 -2 +1 +311 -21 - 2 +1 +3 +4
22-43 +I +3 +4 +5
44 -80 + 3 +4 +5 +5

Cor_ditlon 1 : No tisnlflc0nt amount of Iound iblOrption malerln4 (1¢11than that of Condition 2),

Condition 2; 1e-25% of tota[ room ore= covered with 3/4 [n.-l in. thick lound absotptiort motcr[al.

Condition _ 26-50% of tot=d room area covered with 3/4 In.-1 in, thick round absotptlon mat erlnl; or 10~3G% of totDI
teem Mill= cOvnred with 1.1/2 in,-2 in, thick iouf_d id31otpt[on mlterlil[,

Condinon4: Over 50_ of tola[_oomlreacoveted with 3/41n,-1 In. thick _und 0bsorptlon mQtarlnl; or over 30%of total
room area covet co with 1-1/2 in,-2 In. thick IounfJ =blorpt Ion routetinl.

]
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TABLE 27

Approximate TransmissionLoss(in dB) of
Some Type 3 Floor-Ceiling Combinations

(SeeParagraph5.8of text fordescriptionof Type 3)

T/tlcknotlof DonmConcreteSlab(ire,)
Oct_ve 6 S 10 12
Frequency Air SpaceBetweenSlabal_fSuspended
R_nd "HighTL°'AcousticColIIn9(in,)
(Hz) 15 18 24 24

63 38 40 42 43
125 41 43 45 46
250 43 46 49 60
500 48 52 55 57

1,000 ,. 56 60 63 65
2,000 62 66 69 70
4°000 67 71 74 75
8,000 "72 76 79 DO

TABLE 28

ApproximateTransmissionLoss(indB) of
Some Type 4 Floor-CeilingCombinations

(SeeParagraph5.8 of text for descriptionof Type4)

l_icknossof DenseConcreteSlab(in.)
_, O 8 10 12

Air SpaceR0tweenSlabendRe_lliontlv
Octave SuspendedPlasterC_IlUng(In.)
flequarcy 10 24 30 30
Band Thicknessof DensePlaiterCoiling(in.)
(Hz) 1 1 1.1/2 2

83 41 43 4_] 48
125 45 47 60 63
260 47 50 54 57
500 52 56 60 64

1,003 59 64 88 72
2,000 06 70 74 77
4,000 71 76 78 82
8,0_0 78 80 84 87

82
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TABLE 29

Approximate Transmission Loss (in dB) of
Some Type 5 Floor-Ceiling Combinations

(Sec Paragraph5,8 of test ford©scdpt_onof TypeS)

For FloatingFloorS_Chof 3 inchesThicknessSupportedResiliently2 Inches
AboveStructureSlab:Add3 dBtoTable28Values

For FtoatingFreerStabof 4 InchesThicknessSupportedRes|HenOy2 inches
AboveStructureStab:Add 4 dBto Tchra28ValuQs

For FloatingFloorSlabof 5 InchesThicknessSupportedResil[ently2 Inches
AboveStructureSlab:Add5 dBto Table28Vatuos

]

i

l; TABLE 30

j_ Outdoor Distance Term for Determining SPL at Any Distancefrom a Noo-Direc_onal UnobstrUcted Outdoor Sound Source PWL

! _ SPL -PWL -OutdoerD_tanee Term

I Distance 03, 125,
Outdoor Diltarv:aTurn

1,000Hz 2,OO0Hz 4,000Hz 8,000Hz(hi 250 Ha 5OO Hz

10 18 10 18 18 18
10-11
12-14 20 20 20 20 20 20
15-10 22 22 22 22 22 2"2

!' 19-23 24 24 24 24 24 24
24-20 26 26 26 26 26 28

_7 30,--37 2G 2B 20 28 2S 2838--47 30 30 30 30 30 39
48-50 32 32 32 32 32 32

_; 60-75 34 34 34 34 34 34
._ . 78-04 38 38 36 36 36 39
_ ' 95-111 38 39 38 38 38 38

i_ 112--140 40 40 40 40 41 42141-177 42 42 42 42 43 44
. 179-223 44 44 44 45 49 4?
_ 224-281 48 49 46 4? 40 50

292-355 48 48 48 49 50 53
_ 356--147 50 5O 51 51 63 68
_ 448-563 52 52 53 54 58 59

;.. 564-711 54 54 55 56 59 63
712-899 59 5? 5? 58 62 67
900-1,110 58 59 59 61 06 72

1,120-1,400 60 61 62 64 70 78
1,410-1.770 62 63 64 67 75 85

: 1,780-2,239 84 65 07 70 79 93

,_ 2,240-2,810 66 69 70 74 SS 102• 2,920-3,550 - 68 70 72 77 92 114
I . 3,560--4.470 70 73 ?S 82 101 128

4,480-5,630 72 78 79 87 111 145
5,640-7,200 74 78 83 93 123 106
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TABLE 3] TABLE 33

Approximate Noise Reduction of Outside Noise Approximate Noise Reduction (in dB)
Provided by Typical Exterior Wall Construction Provided by Dense Woods

with Open and Closed Windows
(Mixed d_:iduoUs and _vor_reen tre_1; 20-40 f_ [

Oct_ve Wailswith Waifswith Vlhailsw|th height, visibility ponetraztloeof 70 to 100 f_t)
Froquanoy Wlndew_ Air Vents Closed
Dand OpanI Span_ Wiodowz= O¢_ve EX¢_ !
(Hs) |dD) (de) (dr]) Frequency Attenuation :

Band lie dE pro"
63 0 13 |O (Hs) 100 foot of woods) i

125 10 14 20
250 11 15 22 83 1/2 I

500 12 16 24 125 1 f1,000 13 17 20 250 1-1/2
2,000 14 18 28 600 2
4,O0O t5 10 30 1,000 3
8,000 10 20 30 2,000 4

4.000 4-1/2
B.O00

1 Anytypicalwallconstruction,_th openrAndow Nozes:

coveringabout5%of axtedorwall area, I For;p_re_ t0-20 foot height,ulmone-heftthe rite
2 ,_J1v Wp_ClI[WIIrlconstruction,V_thsmafiopenairvontl ¢lvoninthet_b)_.of aboutI_ of exteriorv_, amp.

3 Any tvpJrolwaiZconstruceon,with closedwln¢fo_ ;PFor"Iporamwooesof 2oo-a_ foot vlsleiliW
co,_¢m0ebout10.20%of exteriorwanarcJ, pQnatritJon, useonoJlstfthergto sheen[n the _ble,

TABLE 32

Approximate Noise Reduction (in dB)
Provided by a Solid Barrier

(Do notgo outsideof the tabulated rangefo_"attenuation ir_any b_nds.Sostext for d[scu|s[on,Use one.half
of attenuation for Dgreaterthan 1 mlle.)

Sourc0 H Receiver
A R D B

Ratio Nolle Reductioxlin FrequencyBand
H2/R 63 125 250 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 8,000
(hi He Hz Hz Hz Ha .,,Bz He Hz

0.3- 0,4 0 0 3 6 9 12 15 18
0.8- 0.8 0 2 B 0 11 14 17 20
0.0- 1.2 1 4 ? 10 13 16 19 22
1.3- 1.9 3 0 9 12 15 18 21 24
2.0- 3.1 6 O I1 14 17 20 23 24
3.2- 4,0 ? 10 13 16 10 22 24 24
5 - 0 9 12 15 19 21 24 . 24 24
0 -12 11 14 17 20 23 24 24 24

13 -20 13 16 10 22 24 24 24 24
Over 20 15 10 21 24 24 24 24 24
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